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Prime Minister’s Journalism Award entries deadline extended
TDT | Manama

The Ministry of Information 
has announced an extension 

for receiving submissions for the 
8th edition of the Prime Min-
ister’s Journalism Award until 
May 1, 2024.

Every journalist working in 
one of the local daily, weekly, or 
periodical newspapers or maga-
zines published in the Kingdom 
of Bahrain in Arabic or English, 
with works published during 
the year 2023, is eligible to par-
ticipate.

Additionally, students from 

media colleges and departments 
at Bahraini universities are en-
couraged to submit their works 
to compete for the awards of-
fered, in accordance with the set 
conditions.

The award categories include 
Best Column, Best Investigative 
Journalism, Best Journalistic In-
terview, Best Journalistic Photo, 
Best Newspaper Niche Page or 
Supplement, Best Visual Jour-
nalistic Content (Video), Best 
Infographic Report, Best Press 
Institution’s Website or Elec-
tronic Account, Best University 
Student Journalism Project, as 

well as the “Journalism Person-
ality Award”, which is granted 
annually to a Bahraini journalist 
in recognition of their contribu-
tions to the field of journalism, 
their impactful roles in enrich-
ing the journalistic landscape, 
and their significant contribu-
tions to the national journalism 
scene.

To participate in the compe-
tition and to review its terms, 
interested individuals can vis-
it the dedicated page for the 
award on the Ministry of Infor-
mation’s website: www.mia.gov. 
bh.

Calls for calm
World urges ‘restraint’ after Iran’s unprecedented attack on Israel

• US has said it will 
seek additional measures 
against Tehran at UN

AFP | Jerusalem

World leaders urged 
restraint yesterday 
after Iran launched 

an unprecedented wave of mis-
siles and attack drones against 
its arch foe Israel overnight, at a 
time the Gaza war has inflamed 
Middle East tensions.

Deputy ambassador to the 
UN Robert Wood spoke at the 
United Nations Security Council 
and announced that the US will 
explore additional measures to 
hold Iran accountable for their 
action.

Israel and its allies intercept-
ed the vast majority of the in-
coming projectiles, the Israeli 
army said, reporting 12 people 
injured and no deaths, but the 
attack sharply heightened fears 
of an Israeli counterstrike.

G7 leaders condemned Iran’s 
unprecedented attack and called 
for “restraint” on all sides, Euro-
pean Council President Charles 
Michel wrote on X following a 
video conference and ahead of 
a planned 2000 GMT meeting of 
the UN Security Council.

“We will continue all our ef-
forts to work towards de-es-
calation. Ending the crisis in 
Gaza as soon as possible, notably 

through an immediate ceasefire, 
will make a difference.”

Israel’s top ally the United 
States also urged caution and 
calm.

“We don’t want to see this es-
calate,” White House National 
Security Council spokesman 
John Kirby told NBC. “We’re 

not looking for a wider war with 
Iran.”

President Joe Biden reaf-
firmed “ironclad” US support 
for Israel, but also appeared to 
guide its ally away from a mili-
tary response against their com-
mon adversary Iran.

News outlet Axios reported 
that Biden had told Israeli Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
that he should “take the win” 
and that Washington would op-
pose an Israeli counterattack.

Consequences
Before Tehran attacked, Isra-

el’s military had warned Iran it 
would suffer the “consequences 
for choosing to escalate the situ-

ation any further”.
Netanyahu was yesterday 

meeting his war cabinet, put 
in place amid the Gaza conflict 
sparked by the October 7 attack 
by Palestinian group Hamas.

Through the night, air raid 
sirens wailed and Israeli citi-
zens sought cover in bunkers 
and shelters, as missile defence 
systems and fighter-jets inter-
cepted drones and missiles in 
the night skies.

Iranian President Ebrahim 
Raisi yesterday warned Israel 
against a “reckless” retaliation, 
warning that this would spark 
“a decisive and much stronger 
response”.
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Israel’s Iron Dome defence system

Sources: CSIS, Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, IAI, AFP photos
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His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the Crown Prince and 
Prime Minister, enriches the Kingdom’s journalistic landscape

KNOW WHAT

The US said it will not 
join any Israeli coun-

terattack on Iran, with 
President Biden warning 
Prime Minister Netanya-
hu to “think carefully” 
about any escalation.

Bahrain calls for 
restraint amid 
regional tension
TDT | Manama

The Kingdom of Bahrain 
is following with con-

cern the military escalation 
in the region, which threat-
ens to increase tension and 
expand the war in the area, 
in addition to threatening 
regional security and sta-
bility.

In a statement issued by 
the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs, it called for the need 
to de-escalate and adhere 
to restraint in order to spare 
the people of the region 
from the grave repercus-
sions of such escalation.

Ministry warns of 
moderate to heavy 
rainfall from today 
until tomorrow
TDT | Manama

The Meteorological De-
partment of the Min-

istry of Transportation and 
Communications has issued 
a weather warning, fore-
casting moderate to heavy 
rainfall  beginning this 
evening and persisting until 
tomorrow evening.

In light of this forecast, 
caution is advised, with the 
public urged to refrain from 
engaging in marine activi-
ties during this period.

The Meteorology Depart-
ment, in its advisory, stated, 
“The Kingdom is expect-
ed to experience moderate 
to heavy thunderstorms, 
commencing from Monday 
evening through to Tues-
day evening. These weather 
conditions are anticipated 
to occur at intermittent in-
tervals and may be accom-
panied by very rapid gusts, 
resulting in turbulent sea 
waves.”

Residents are urged to 
stay informed about the 
weather updates and take 
necessary precautions to 
ensure their safety and 
well-being during this peri-
od of anticipated inclement 
weather.
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Emission eradication
Bahrain and UK join forces for sustainable future in Gulf with space project

Ashen Tharaka 
TDT | Manama

The National Space Sci-
ence Agency (NSSA) of 
Bahrain has revealed de-

tails of a groundbreaking project 
aimed at tackling greenhouse 
gas emissions in the Arabian 
Gulf region.

This joint initiative with the 
UK will use a satellite-mounted 
payload to monitor carbon di-
oxide levels, providing crucial 
data for policymakers and en-
vironmental efforts.

Dr. Mohamed Ebrahim Al-
Aseeri, CEO of the NSSA, high-
lighted the project’s significance 
during a recent interview with 
The Daily Tribune. 

“The payload will gather data 
that will be used by relevant 
entities and decision-makers to 
develop strategies for mitigating 
emissions,” he explained. “This 
aligns perfectly with our nation-
al commitment to achieving the 
UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs).”

The Bahrain-UK project it-
self  received £1.4 million 
(BD657,471.04) at the Space 
S y m p o s i u m  i n  C o l o r a d o 
Springs, fostering international 
cooperation and innovation.

Dr. Al-Aseeri expressed pride 
in the NSSA team’s achievement.

“Competing and succeeding 
alongside established universi-

ties, research centers, and com-
panies worldwide showcases 

the advanced capabilities of the 
NSSA and its young Bahraini tal-
ents,” he said. “This project ful-
fills the vision of His Majesty 
the King to position Bahrain 
among the leading spacefaring 
nations.”

The project holds significance 
for two key reasons. Firstly, this 
marks the NSSA’s first collab-
oration with the Bahraini pri-
vate sector, setting a precedent 
and encouraging investment in 
advanced scientific fields. Sec-
ondly, the project will facilitate 
the transfer of technology for 
designing and building environ-
mental monitoring payloads for 
future space missions.

This joint initiative between 
Bahrain and the UK demon-
strates a concrete step towards 
achieving the SDGs and paves 
the way for a more sustainable 
future in the region.

NASA Earth Observatory images by Lauren Dauphin, using Landsat data from the 
US Geological Survey

Tamkeen invests over 
BD10m to train Bahrainis

TDT | Manama

In response to inquiries from 
MP Basema Mubarak, Maha 

Mofeez, the Chief Executive of 
the Labour Fund (Tamkeen), 
has announced significant 
developments regarding the 
allocation of funds for training 
programmes.

A total of BD10,113,593 has 
been earmarked for these pro-
grammes, benefiting a sub-
stantial number of job seekers 
and employed individuals.

From December 12, 2022, 
to January 7, 2024, a total of 
9,484 individuals have bene-
fited from these programmes, 
enhancing their skills and em-
ployability.

To ensure the provision of 
high-quality training services 
for job seekers and employ-
ees, training centres in Bahrain 
must acquire relevant licens-
ing from training regulatory 
authorities. However, this per-
mission is contingent upon the 
centres being rated “Good” 
or above by the Education & 
Training Quality Authority.

Quality standards
Tamkeen diligently mon-

itors and evaluates the sub-
sidised training programs to 

uphold the promised quality 
standards, thereby ensuring 
the delivery of desired out-
comes.

She emphasised that the 
fund is dedicated to provid-
ing training opportunities for 
Bahraini citizens, bridging the 
gap between the skills of job 
seekers and the labour mar-
ket’s needs.

As part of its ongoing ef-
forts to enhance services, the 
fund introduced a qualitative 
performance index in 2023. 
This index assesses career out-
put over a monitoring period 
ranging from 12 to 36 months, 
effectively tracking training 
outcomes. The success of these 
initiatives is reflected in the 
creation of over 1,200 job op-
portunities generated by these 
training programmes.

Pivotal role 
Overall, through its substan-

tial financial commitment, 
stringent quality control meas-
ures, and focus on aligning 
skills with labour market de-
mands, the Labour Fund con-
tinues to play a pivotal role in 
empowering Bahraini citizens, 
fostering career growth, and 
bolstering the nation’s work-
force.

Dr. Mohamed Ebrahim Al-Aseeri
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11 fires in a month 
Statistics suggest higher fire risk for residents of rented accommodations

• Public awareness 
raised

Ashen Tharaka 
TDT | Manama

Bahrain’s Civil Defense 
has responded to 11 fires 
in homes and commer-

cial buildings since March 15, 
according to the Ministry of 
Interior’s social media reports.

Most incidents were attrib-
uted to negligence, electrical 
issues, gas leaks, or unsuper-
vised children.

The recent fire outbreaks oc-
curred in Arad, Saya, and an 
Al-Musalla warehouse during 
the first two weeks of April. 
The last fortnight of March 
saw three fires in Muharraq, 
Bukuwara and Hoora apart-
ments, and houses in Sitra, 
Aali, and Al Diah. Two com-

mercial buildings in Bilad Al Qa-
deem and Salmabad were also  
affected.

The Daily Tribune compiled 
this data from official govern-
ment sources to raise public 
awareness and prevent future in-
cidents. The importance of regu-
lar fire alarm checks, especially 
in densely populated areas, has 
been highlighted. Some build-
ing owners reported authorities 
advising them on random fire 
alarm inspections.

Tenants at Risk?
Statistics suggest a higher fire 

risk for residents of rented ac-
commodations. This could be 
due to potential maintenance is-
sues. While fire safety ultimate-
ly rests with landlords, tenants 
shouldn’t wait for them to act. 
Taking measures like installing 
smoke alarms in your living area 
can significantly improve safety. 
These are affordable, easy to in-
stall, and portable.

Fire Prevention Tips
The Bahrain National Portal 

offers a fire safety guide outlin-
ing precautions to prevent fires 
in various situations. Common 
causes include kitchen mishaps 
due to unattended cooking or 
faulty appliances, cigarette use 
indoors, and open flames like 
candles.

Bedtime Safety Check 
Beyond general fire safety 

measures, a bedtime check-up 
is vital. To triple the fire safety at 
night, perform a quick bedtime 
check, ensuring appliances are 
off, flames extinguished, doors 
closed, escape routes clear, and 
keys accessible.Be cautious using electricity and 

appliances Plugs and cables

Important instruction about safe use of 
gas cylinders

Reported Incidents 
15/03 - House - Al Diah - Short circuit  
17/03 - Commercial building - Salmabad - Negligence
20/03 - Shop - Bilad Al Qadeem - Short circuit 
21/03 - House - A’Ali - Negligence
22/03 - House - Sitra - Under Investigation 
23/03 - Building - Hoora - Negligence
25/03 - Multi-story building - Bukuwara - Negligence
30/03 - Building - Muharraq - Negligence
07/04 - Warehouse - Al-Musalla - Under Investigation 
11/04 - House - Saya area - Under Investigation 
13/04 - House - Arad - Under Investigation

How to make a 999 call 
The more information the Civil Defense has, the quicker 

firefighters can get to you and do their job. 
- Speak slowly and clearly 
- Give the full address of your home, including the town. 
- Say what is on fire (for example, a two-storey house or a flat 

in a high-rise block).
- Explain if anyone is trapped and if so, what room they are in.

Fire at wood waste warehouse in Al-Musalla - April 7 

A flat in Muharraq catches fire - March 30 A house fire in Sitra - March 22 House fire in Saya area - April 11

Former EWA employee on trial for 
‘forging’ power disconnection notice
TDT | Manama

The High Criminal Court has 
commenced the trial of a 

former employee of the Elec-
tricity and Water Authority 
(EWA) on charges of forging a 
power disconnection notice to 
coerce a tenant into paying out-
standing financial dues. 

The complainant lodged a re-
port stating that he had rented a 
piece of land from the accused 
and paid a monthly amount of 
BD240.

The complainant further al-
leged that the accused, leverag-
ing his position as an employee 
of the EWA, sent him WhatsApp 

notifications purportedly from 
the authority warning of immi-
nent power and water discon-
nection. Subsequently, it was 
revealed that these notifications 
were forged.

The inspection report from 
the authority confirmed that, 
based on an examination of the 
notifications and an assessment 
of their accuracy, it was deter-
mined that they were not au-
thentic and were not issued by 
the Joint Services Management 
of the Electricity and Water Au-
thority. The administration’s 
letter also affirmed that the no-
tifications were fraudulent.

The defense attorney for the 
accused vehemently denied the 
charges, asserting that his cli-
ent, who has been working in 
the accounts department for 35 
years, had no previous records 
of misconduct or complaints 
against him. 

The attorney explained 
that his client had obtained a 
court judgment for contract 
termination and eviction of 
the rented property, and he 
had no interest in continuing 
the lease due to the serious 
violations committed by the  
complainant. 

The defense further claimed 

that the complainant had illicit-
ly connected the electricity net-
work by tapping into the power 
supply before the meter instal-
lation, which led to a criminal 
complaint being filed against 
him. Consequently, the defense 
argued that the complainant 
fabricated the charges against 
the accused.

The defense attorney also 
pointed out that there was no 
legal standing for the com-
plainant to file the report, as 
the subscription account was 
registered with the Electricity 
Authority in the name of his 
client (the accused). 

Real estate firm to pay 
BD214,000 to consultant
TDT | Manama

The Court of Cassation has 
ruled that a real estate de-

velopment company must pay 
a sum of BD214,000 to one of 
its consultants.

The court found 
that the company 
had violated the 
terms of the con-
sulting contract 
when it terminated the agree-
ment with the consultant.

According to the court re-
cords, the consultant had 
served as a senior investment 
manager at the company from 
2016 until the end of 2021. Sub-
sequently, the company entered 
into a consulting contract with 

the consultant in 2022, ap-
pointing him as a real estate 
development consultant. 

The consulting contract was 
set for a duration of five years 
and included a provision that 

required the com-
pany to compensate 
the consultant for 
the remainder of 
the contract period 
if the agreement was 

terminated prematurely.
Despite this contractual ob-

ligation, the company failed 
to pay the consultant’s wag-
es as stipulated and instead 
issued multiple warnings 
regarding his work tasks as 
a pretext for terminating the  
contract. 
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The Karnataka Non-Resident Indians community members in Bahrain formed a new association named NRI Forum 
Karnataka Bahrain. They aim to connect and empower Kannadigas living and working in the Kingdom of Bahrain. The 
forum is registered under NRI Forum Karnataka Government, which will serve as a platform for Kannadigas to network 
and socialize through events, gatherings, and cultural celebrations. Mohammad Mansoor, Austin Santhosh and Rajesh 
Shetty have been selected as new chief advisors in the committee and the following members are appointed as the 
office bearers of the Chapter. The committee members, from left, Mallikarjun Patil (committee member), Raghavendra 
Prasad S. (committee member), Mangesh Desai (Treasurer), Vijay Kumar Naik Vorkadi (Vice President), Raj Kumar 
Bhaskara (President), Roshan Lewis (General Secretary), Vitla Jumaluddin (Asst. General Secretary), and Ganesh Manila 
(committee member).

All life forms and entities are shape-shifting organisms – 
whether we consider ourselves or even our countries. 
Just like we have changed and grown in a decade, so has 

the Kingdom of Bahrain. 
Today we are a confident nation that is making strides and 

drawing up ambitious plans to make inclusivity a cornerstone 
of our national development. 

Against this background, what a wonderful celebration it was 
that His Majesty King Hamad heralded the festival of Eid-ul-
Fitr by ordering the unconditional release of 1,500 prisoners, 
the single largest number of mercy releases in Bahrain’s histo-
ry. It signals the moving on from the wounds of the past, the 
acknowledgement of the right 
of these people to re-join the 
community and put shoulder 
to the wheel of progress. 

Few people know that the 
Bahrain  government  has 
worked tirelessly to address 
the many issues that arose from 
the political turmoil of 2011. 
These efforts have always been 
leavened with compassion and 
understanding and all sides 
have been given a patient hear-
ing. Even expats were given a 
place in the National Dialogue 
and their views and needs ac-
knowledged.

The government took recom-
mendations of an internation-
al-level rights panel seriously 
and initiated many reforms. 
Children and youth, the main 
targets of extremist organi-
sations, were given access to 
character-building concepts of 
patriotism and service to the 
nation and community through 
carefully designed education 
and edutainment modules. 

The next phase of re-inte-
grating the released former 
prisoners into national life now 
begins. During their time in 
prison, priorities have changed, 
technology has sprinted for-
ward and the world itself has 
changed. Bahrain’s interaction 
with the world too has been 
reshaped by new priorities and 
aspirations.

These men and women have 
a lot to offer our nation and we 
must make their rehabilitation and re-joining of the mainstream 
our priority. By doing so, we shall be honouring the wisdom of 
King Hamad, celebrating his 25th year of accession meaning-
fully and providing a great service to our country.

“These men and 
women have a lot 

to offer our nation 
and we must make 
their rehabilitation 

and re-joining of 
the mainstream 
our priority. By 

doing so, we shall 
be honouring 

the wisdom of 
King Hamad, 

celebrating 
his 25th year 
of accession 

meaningfully and 
providing a great 

service to our 
country.”

C A P T A I N ’ S  C O R N E R

Integrating new 
national views 

 (Captain Mahmood Al Mahmood is the Editor-in-Chief of The Daily Tribune 
and the President of the Arab-African Unity Organisation for Relief, Human 
Rights and Counterterrorism)

CAPTAIN MAHMOOD AL MAHMOOD

NRI Forum Karnataka Bahrain

Bahrain Commercial Facilities Company B.S.C "BCFC" 

gives notice of its intention to suspend providing 

regulated financial services in its branch located in 

Hamalah in Building B3106, Road 1448 Block 1014, 

customers of the branch will be served at all BCFC 

branches including the new branch that will be 

opened in District 2 mall in Al Janabiya. The new BCFC 

branch in District 2 mall located in Building 57, Road 

7901, Block 579, is targeted to be opened on 16 May 

2024 subject to final approvals from the Central Bank 

of Bahrain. The new branch operating times will be 

Sunday to Thursday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.

F i n a n c i n g  C o m p a n y  L i c e n s e d  b y  t h e  C B B

For more information contact us on 8000 8000

NOTICE

Road reality check
Manama tops chart for accidents last year, Al Hidd ‘safest’ place

• General Directorate 
of Traffic release 
official statistics

TDT | Manama

The city of Manama has 
topped the list for the 
highest number of road 

accidents last year, while Al 
Hidd ranked the lowest, accord-
ing to official statistics released 
by the General Directorate of 
Traffic.

The statistics reveal that Ma-
nama witnessed a total of 188 
road accidents, including 87 
accidents resulting in severe 
injuries, 89 accidents causing 
minor injuries, and 12 accidents 
that tragically led to fatalities.

On the other hand, the region 
with the lowest number of road 
accidents in 2023 was Al Hidd, 
which recorded 34 road acci-
dents, including 16 accidents 
resulting in severe injuries, 16 
accidents causing minor inju-
ries, and two fatal accidents.

The statistics divide the areas 
where road accidents occurred 
into 11 regions, namely Mana-
ma, Muharraq, Northern, Cen-
tral, Western, Hamad Town, Al 
Hidd, Riffa, Isa Town, Jidhafs, 
and Sitra.

The data shows that 439 road 
accidents were classified as 

causing severe injuries, while 
347 accidents were categorized 
as causing minor injuries. The 
total number of fatal road acci-
dents reached 63 incidents.

The statistics further re-
vealed that both Manama and 
Riffa recorded 12 fatal road ac-
cidents each, followed by Sitra 
with eight road accidents, and 
Jidhafs with seven road acci-
dents.

As for the regions with the 
least number of fatal accidents, 
the Northern region ranked first 
with only one recorded fatal-

ity, followed by Al Hidd with 
two fatal accidents, and Hamad 
Town with four road accidents.

Manama topped the list for 
severe road accidents in 2023 
with 89 incidents, followed by 
Riffa with 80 severe road acci-
dents, and Muharraq with 44 
road accidents.

Severe injuries
Regarding regions with the 

lowest number of road acci-
dents resulting in severe inju-
ries, Al Hidd recorded 16 road 
accidents, while Isa Town and 

Hamad Town had 24 road acci-
dents each. The Western region 
had 26 road accidents.

In terms of road accidents 
causing minor injuries, Manama 
ranked first with 87 accidents, 
followed by Riffa with 41 acci-
dents, and the Central region 
with 37 accidents.

Additionally, Al Hidd claimed 
the top spot for regions with the 
least number of road accidents 
causing minor injuries, with 16 
recorded accidents, followed 
by Sitra with 18 accidents, and 
Hamad Town with 20 accidents.

Image used for illustrative purposes only

NPRA resumes 
working hours
TDT | Manama

The Nationality, Pass-
ports, and Residence 

Affairs (NPRA) announced 
yesterday that it is resuming 
its official working hours 
at its service centres in the 
Security Complex in Mu-
harraq and Isa Town.

Meanwhile, the Contact 
Centre receives inquiries 
through phone calls from 
7:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

It is important to book 
an appointment via the 
MAWAEID app before visit-
ing the centre. For any in-
quiries, the public could call 
17077077 or email infor@
npra.gov.bh.
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 an Israeli Air Force fighter aircraft at an undisclosed airfield reportedly after a 
mission to intercept incoming airborne threats.

Iran strikes to boost oil, but 
maybe not for long: analysts
• Saturday’s overnight 
drone and missile 
barrage was Iran’s 
first-ever direct assault 
on Israeli territory

• The Iranian 
mission to the United 
Nations warned on 
X of “considerably 
more severe” actions 
should Israel “make 
another mistake”

AFP | Dubai, United Arab Emir-
ates

Iran’s attack on Israel has 
injected fresh anxiety into 
oil markets already roiled 

by regional tensions, but ana-
lysts stress that it is unclear if a 
durable price spike is imminent.

Saturday’s overnight drone 
and missile barrage was Iran’s 
first-ever direct assault on Is-
raeli territory.

Tehran says it was triggered 
by the April 1 air strike on its 

consulate building in the 
Syrian capital that was 
widely blamed on Israel.

The Iranian mission 
to the United Nations 

warned on X of “considera-
bly more severe” actions should 
Israel “make another 
mis-

take”, raising the prospect of 
intensifying violence in the days 
ahead.

Oil prices had already jumped 
in the build-up to the Iranian 
attack, with benchmark Brent 
North Sea Crude closing on Fri-
day at $90.45 per barrel.

Prices are expected to climb 
further when markets reopen 
on Monday, perhaps as high as 
$95 per barrel, though it is too 
soon to say whether they will 
stay elevated, said Kuwaiti oil 
expert Kamel al-Harami.

“The picture is not clear about 
the future. We do not know 

if and how Israel will 

respond and whether Iran will 
also resort to stopping oil sup-
plies as a response,” he said.

The Islamic republic was the 
world’s seventh-largest crude 
producer in 2022, and has the 
third-largest proven oil reserves 
behind Venezuela and Saudi 
Arabia, according to the United 
States Energy Information Ad-
ministration.

Iran also has a range of ways 
to wreak havoc with markets, in-

cluding disrupting 
maritime traffic 

through the Strait of Hormuz 
and pressuring countries such as 
Iraq to cut supply, Harami said.

“There are several scenarios... 
The fear is that Iran will stop 
exporting oil or attack oil facili-
ties,” Harami said.

Red Sea woes
Fallout from the six-month-

old war between Israel and 
Hamas in Gaza -- along with 
other geopolitical hotspots like 
Ukraine -- has already driven 
up oil prices in recent months.

Since November Houthi re-
bels in Yemen have carried out 
a campaign of strikes on vessels 
in the Red Sea.

They say this is in solidarity 
with Palestinians in Gaza, where 
Israeli military operations have 
killed at least 33,729 people, 
mostly women and children, 
according to the territory’s Ha-
mas-run health ministry.

The war began with Hamas’s 
unprecedented October 7 attack 
on southern Israel that resulted 
in the deaths of 1,170 people, 
mostly civilians, according to an 
AFP tally based on Israeli figures.

In January, US and British 
forces began retaliatory strikes 
against the Huthis, exacerbating 
fears about oil flows from Gulf 
producers.

Widespread expectations that 
Iran would target Israel in re-
sponse to the April 1 Damascus 

strike on its consulate al-
ready account for some 
of the oil price rise 
seen in recent weeks, 

meaning any further im-
pact will be “limited and 

short-lived”, said 
Texas-based oil 

expert Anas al-Hajji.
Ole Hansen, head of commod-

ity strategy at Saxo Bank, also 
said crude prices “already in-
cluded a risk premium” before 
Iran unleashed its missiles and 
drones, almost all of which were 
intercepted before reaching Is-
rael, Israel’s army said.

Major disruption ‘unlikely’
Further price increases will 

almost exclusively depend 
“on developments near Iran 
around the Strait of Hormuz” 
which connects the Gulf with 
the Indian Ocean, Hansen  
said.

Iranian state media reported 
on Saturday that Iran’s Revolu-
tionary Guards seized a contain-
er ship “related to the Zionist 
regime (Israel)” near the strait, 
through which more than a fifth 
of global oil consumption passes 
each year, according to 
the US Energy In-
formation 
A d -
m i n -
istra-
tion.

S o 
f a r , 
though, 
t h e r e 
h a s 
b e e n 
no major 
disrup -
tion to oil 
traffic and 
supply,  a 
fact analysts 
pointed to 
i n  e x -

plaining why they thought that 
even if prices jump on Monday 
they will not necessarily stay up 
for long. “Fears of rising tensions 
in the Middle East can make oil 
prices go up in the short term,” 
said Ellen Wald, energy analyst 
and author of a history of the 
Saudi oil giant Aramco.

“But unless something hap-
pens that halts 

the flow of 
oi l  out  of 
the Arabian 
Gulf  for a 
significant 

t i m e f r a m e, 
which is high-

ly unlikely, it’s 
not going to be 
economically 
devastating.”

Scenarios 
that could 
produce a 

l o n g - t e r m 
price boost -- 
such as an Is-
raeli attack on 

Iran’s oil-pro-
d u c i n g  o r 
oil-exporting 
infrastructure 
resulting in 

major out-
ages -- re-
main “ex-
t r e m e l y 
u n l i ke -
ly”, she 
said.

A boy rides a donkey near one of the batteries of Israel’s Iron Dome missile defence system at a village not recognised by Israeli authorities in the southern Negev desert

French-Canadian gets ‘Oscars of 
Science’ prize for cancer treatment
AFP | Los Angeles, United States

French-Canadian scientist 
Michel Sadelain was award-

ed an “Oscars of Science” prize 
in Los Angeles on Saturday for 
his research into genetically 
modifying immune cells to fight 
cancer.

The genetic engineer was 
awarded the Breakthrough 
Prize at a glitzy ceremony at-
tended by tech giants such as 
Elon Musk and Bill Gates, and 
an array of celebrities includ-
ing Jessica Chastain, Robert 
Downey Jr. and Bradley Coop-
er.

His work has led to the de-
velopment of a new form of 
therapy called CAR-T that has 
shown exceptional efficacy 
against certain blood cancers.

“This prize is an extraordi-

nary recognition,” Sadelain told 
AFP on the red carpet at the 
Oscars Museum. “It’s all the 
more of an honor because ... my 
scientific colleagues told me for 
a long time that it would never 
work.”

Launched in 2010, the Break-
through Prize awards “the 
world’s most brilliant minds” 
in fields including life scienc-
es, fundamental physics and 
mathematics, styling itself as 

the Silicon Valley-backed an-
swer to the Nobels.

Dubbed the “Oscars for 
Science”, founding sponsors 
include Sergey Brin, Priscilla 
Chan and Mark Zuckerberg.

Sadelain will split the $3 mil-
lion prize money with Amer-
ican immunologist Carl June, 
who also led groundbreaking 
research into the field inde-
pendently of his co-winner.

“The greatest pleasure, how-
ever, is to see patients... who no 
longer had a chance and who 
thank us, who are alive today 
thanks to CAR-T cells,” said Sad-
elain.

Sadelain studied medicine 
in Paris, then immunology in 
Canada, before taking up post-
doctoral research at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technolo-
gy in 1989.

Scholz walks tightrope on 
trade and politics in China
AFP | Beijing, China

German Chancellor Olaf 
Scholz arrived in China 

yesterday, kicking off a trip in 
which he faces a tough balanc-
ing act as he aims to shore up 
economic ties with Berlin’s big-
gest trading partner.

Scholz touched down in the 
southwestern megacity of 
Chongqing on Sunday morn-
ing, Chinese state broadcast-
er CCTV said, accompanied 
by a large delegation of min-
isters and business exec-
utives.

As Western allies are 
cranking up pressure 
on Beijing, Scholz is 
expected to under-
line that Germany 

remains committed to doing 
business with the world’s sec-
ond-largest economy and re-
jects US-led calls for “decou-
pling”. His friendly overtures 
towards China risk sparking 
ire among Washington and 
EU partners, which have been 

pushing back against 
Beijing’s heavy sub-
sidies for indus-
tries.

“China remains a 
really important 

economic 
p a r t -
n e r,” 

Scholz told journalists on Fri-
day, adding that he would try to 
level the playing field for Ger-
man companies in China.

On the geopolitical front, 
Scholz will also use his visit to 
persuade Chinese President Xi 
Jinping to exert his influence to 
rein in his Russian counterpart 
Vladimir Putin and help bring 
an end to the war in Ukraine.

“Given the close relations be-
tween China and Russia, Bei-
jing has the possibility to exert 
its influence on Russia,” said 
a German government source 
in Berlin.The three-day tour 
through Chongqing, Shanghai 
and Beijing is Scholz’s second 
trip to China since he took of-
fice.

French-Canadian scientist Michel 
Sadelain



TRUE ABUNDANCE ISN’T BASED ON 
OUR NET WORTH, IT’S BASED ON 
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Samuel Johnson’s “A Dictionary of 
the English Language” published in 
London

Federal army (75,000 volunteers) 
mobilized by US President Abra-

ham Lincoln (US Civil War)

Boston-Somerville installs the world’s 1st 
telephone in Massachusetts

RMS Titanic sinks at 2:27 AM off 
Newfoundland as the band plays 

on, with the loss of between 1,490 
and 1,635 people
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Chagas disease can 
cause great suffering 

and death. But it’s also 
preventable and cura-
ble. On World Chagas 
Disease Day, @WHO  is 
calling on countries to 
invest in early detection 
and care, so that people 
with Chagas disease can 
live healthy and produc-
tive lives.

@DrTedros

The United States con-
demns Iran’s attack 

on Israel.  As the Presi-
dent said, our commit-
ment to Israel’s security 
against threats from Iran 
is ironclad.

@SecBlinken

Iran’s attack last night 
was a dangerous and 

unnecessary escalation. 
I want to pay tribute to 
the professionalism and 
bravery of the @RoyalAir-
Force  and our allies in 
protecting civilians.

@RishiSunak

I strongly condemn 
the serious escalation 

represented by the large-
scale attack launched on 
Israel by Iran. I call for 
an immediate cessation 
of these hostilities. Nei-
ther the region nor the 
world can afford another 
war. 

@antonioguterres

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stance)

02

News in brief 
 u Thousands of Gazans 
flooded the coast road north yesterday 
after hearing that several people 
managed to cross a closed checkpoint 
towards Gaza City, despite Israel 
denying it was open. An AFP journalist 
saw mothers holding their children’s 
hands and families piling onto donkey 
carts with their luggage as they 
made the journey. They hoped to cross a 
military checkpoint on Al-Rashid road south 
of Gaza City, but the Israeli army told AFP 
that reports the route was open were “not 
true”. On the other side, desperate families 
waited for their loved ones in the rubble of 
the battered main city in the Palestinian territory. Mahmoud Awdeh said he was 
waiting for his wife, who has been in the southern city of Khan Yunis since the 
start of the war on October 7.

u Floodwaters in southern Russia yesterday threatened to submerge 
thousand more homes in the Kurgan region, where the governor predicted a 
“very difficult situation” in the coming hours. There is widespread flooding in the 

Russian Urals regions and neighbouring Kazakhstan, 
caused by melting ice swelling rivers, exacerbated 
by heavy rainfall. In Kazakhstan, more than 107,000 
people have been evacuated from their homes, while 
in Russia almost 40,000 homes have been flooded, 
TASS state news agency reported. Spring flooding is a 
regular occurrence but this year it is much more severe 

than usual. Kazakh President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev 
said earlier this month that this was the country’s worst 
natural disaster for the last 80 years. The floods have 
already submerged 34,000 homes in Russia’s southern 
Orenburg region, due to the rising Ural River.

u India’s ruling 
party yesterday pledged to introduce a new 
common civil code for the country, calling it a crucial 
step for gender equality, a week before a general 
election in the world’s most populous nation. Nearly 
a billion Indians will vote to elect a new government 
in six-week-long parliamentary polls starting on April 
19, the largest democratic exercise in the world. The 
party “believes that there cannot be gender equality 
till such time Bharat adopts a uniform civil code, 
which protects the rights of all women”, the manifesto 
said, using Modi’s preferred name for the country. “In 
the next five years, we will take our nation into the top 
3 economies of the world,” Modi said, adding it would “launch a final and decisive 
assault against poverty”.

Russian 
regional governor 
predicts ‘very 
difficult’ flood 

situation

Modi’s BJP 
promises common 
civil code ahead of 

India polls

Gazans flood road 
north after ‘open 
checkpoint’ rumours

L E G A L  V I E W P O I N T

DR. ABDELGADIR WARSAMA GHALIB

Doctrine of 
“Business 
Judgment Rule”

Legally 
speaking, 

it would be 
advisable for 

all involved in 
management 

issues in 
companies, to 

take utmost 
care with due 

diligence in 
every action 

they are taking. 
This would 

bring better 
results for 

themselves and 
their companies.

In the Company laws, there are clear provisions to govern all 
types of companies including all necessary details. Howev-

er, with reference to Public Joint Stock Companies, there are 
special details regarding the role of the Board of Directors and, 
also, Directors (and officers), because they have the necessary 
powers to manage the company on behalf of the shareholders. 
Herein, they are liable if they commit mistakes in negligence. 
A question arises here, are they liable in all cases all through. 

In answering the question, we say that, they are not liable 
for mere errors of judgment when they act with due care and 
in good faith. This is, what is called in legal literature, “the 
business judgment rule”.

This rule precludes the courts from substituting their busi-
ness judgment for that of the companies’ managers. In short, the 
rule protects Directors and even officers from personal liability 
for honest mistakes in judgment. As this could normally and 
easily happen at any time to any human being.

However, in order to obtain the protection of the business 
judgment rule, the directors and officers must meet three 
requirements in arriving at their decision in question. This 
includes an informed decision, non- conflict of interest and 
rational basis.

Firstly,  they must 
make an informed de-
cision and herein they 
may rely on information 
collected and present-
ed by other persons and 
assistants. Secondly, the 
decision makers must 
be free from conflicts of 
interest. Any self-deal-
ing on the part of the 
directors or officers in 
the course of making the 
decision would deprive 
them of the shelter pro-
vided by the business 
judgment rule. Thirdly, 
the board of directors 
must have a rational ba-
sis for believing that the 
decision is in the best 
interest of the company. 
Generally, this means 
that the decision must 
not be “manifestly un-
reasonable.” 

In many cases the 
courts hold that the di-
rectors’ decision is not 
rational if their actions 
amount to “gross negli-
gence.”

If the business de-
cision violates any of 
these requirements, the 
directors or officers are 
stripped of the protec-
tion provided by the 
business judgment rule. 
Courts would then feel 
freer to substitute their 
judgment for that of the 
corporate \ company de-
cision makers. 

Further, if the court 
found the decision to be 
unwise or unacceptable by applying the “reasonable man” test, 
the directors or officers would be liable unless they could prove 
that the transaction at issue was intrinsically fair to the interest 
of the company.

Legally speaking, it would be advisable for all involved in 
management issues in companies, to take utmost care with 
due diligence in every action they are taking. This would bring 
better results for themselves and their companies. Be wise, if 
not sure, talk to your assistants, knowledgeable advisors or 
even experienced colleagues. Take solid perfect decisions to 
avail the rule.

(The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author 
and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the Daily 
Tribune)

Israelis take stock after 
Iran’s ‘frightening’ attack
AFP | Jerusalem, Undefined

Israelis in Jerusalem said Sun-
day Iran’s overnight missile 
and drone attack was “fright-

ening”, but they were confident 
in their country’s defences -- and 
some called for retaliation.

The city awoke to no noticeable 
difference in the main market or 
at its main train and bus stations.

Israel said it had “foiled” the 
unprecedented direct Iranian at-
tack with the help of the United 
States and allies, but residents 
said they were worried.

“The situation is really frighten-
ing because we are afraid of what 
happens and all of the bombing 
and aircraft that are coming,” said 
48-year-old Ayala Salant, a resi-
dent of Jerusalem.

“However, we are very, very 
happy with the alliance that 
helped us because most of the 
aircraft and missiles have not ar-
rived to Israel. We hope that there 
will be a stop to this ongoing es-
calation soon.”

Yishai Levi, 67, said that Israel 
“once again proved technologi-
cal... superiority, and handled it 
in an impressive manner”.

The attack which began late 
Saturday followed repeated Ira-
nian threats to retaliate against 
Israel for a deadly April 1 strike 
on Tehran’s Damascus consular 
building.

It marks a major escalation 
in the long-running covert war 
between the regional foes, and 
comes against the backdrop of the 
ongoing war between Israel and 
Palestinian militant group Hamas 
in the Gaza Strip.

But Sharin Avraham, 31, said 
“fighting against a state is a differ-
ent war” and required a response 
from Israel.

“Iran’s attack should not go qui-
etly,” she told AFP. “We have to re-
spond because Iran is a country.”

“The state of Israel needs to 
show it that we are strong and 
this is not something that can sim-
ply pass. We are not the world’s 
punching bag.”

Gil, a 30-year-old Jerusalem 
resident who only gave his first 
name, said there was “no great 
fear.”

“It was nice to see that the West 
did stand by us and helped with 
interceptions,” he said.

But in northern Israel, near the 
restive border with Lebanon, res-
idents told AFP they were afraid.

“We are not on an island. There 
are people around us that we fear 
for,” said Waheb Khalayla, 68, 
from the Galilee town of Majd 
al-Krum.

Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon reopen 
airspace closed over Iran attack 
on Israel

Iraq reopened its airspace on 
Sunday hours after suspending 
all air traffic as neighbouring 
Iran launched an unprecedent-
ed drone and missile attack on 
Israel, the Iraqi aviation author-
ity announced. Jordan, which 
neighbours Iraq as well as Israel, 
and Lebanon also reopened their 

respective airspace on Sunday 
having earlier closed them, as did 
Israel which said the Iranian at-
tack had been “foiled” with most 
launches intercepted overnight. 
The Iraqi civil aviation authority 
announced in a statement “the 
reopening of the airspace” and 
resumption of flights to and from 
airports across the country, saying 
there were no longer any “securi-
ty risks to civilian aircraft”.

WARSAMA@ARSAMALC.COMSyria says Iran 
exercised ‘right 
to self-defence’ in 
attack on Israel
AFP | Damascus, Syria

Syria on Sunday said Iran 
acted in self-defence with 

a massive overnight attack on 
Israel that Tehran said was in 
retaliation for a deadly Israeli 
strike on Tehran’s consulate in 
Damascus.

“Iran’s response... is a legit-
imate right to self-defence” 
against Israel, Syrian Foreign 
Minister Faisal Mekdad told 
his Iranian counterpart Hos-
sein Amir-Abdollahian by 
phone, according to a report 
carried by state news agency 
SANA.

World reactions to Iran strikes on Israel
AFP | Paris, France

Countries around the world condemned Iran's 
strikes on Israel, warning the attack could 

further destabilise the Middle East and calling for 
restraint.

Here are some of the main reactions so far:

United Nations
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres condemned "the 
serious escalation".
"I am deeply alarmed about the very real danger of a 
devastating region-wide escalation," he added, calling on 
parties to "avoid any action that could lead to major military 
confrontations on multiple fronts in the Middle East".

 European Union

The President of the European Commission Ursula von der 
Leyen called on Iran to "immediately cease" attacks. "All 
actors must now refrain from further escalation and work to 
restore stability in the region," she said in a message on X.

 NATO 
NATO condemned Iran's overnight attack as "escalation" of 
regional unrest and urged restraint on all sides.
“We condemn Iran's overnight escalation, call for restraint, 
and are monitoring developments closely. It is vital that the 
conflict in the Middle East does not spiral out of control,” 
spokesperson Farah Dakhlallah said.

Britain
UK Prime Minister Rishi Sunak condemned the "reckless" 
strikes, which he said "risk inflaming tensions and 
destabilising the region. Iran has once again demonstrated 
that it is intent on sowing chaos in its own backyard."
He also called for "calm heads to prevail" and that "we'll be 
working with our allies to de-escalate the situation".

 China 
China's foreign ministry also urged restraint, characterising 
the attack as "the latest spillover of the Gaza conflict" and 
calling for the implementation of a recent UN Security Council 
resolution demanding a ceasefire there, saying the "conflict 
must end now".
"China calls on the international community, especially 
countries with influence, to play a constructive role for the 
peace and stability of the region," it added.

Egypt
Cairo's foreign ministry expressed its "deep concern" at the 
escalation of hostilities and called for "maximum restraint".

The ministry's statement also warned of the "risk of the 
regional expansion of the conflict", and added that Egypt 
would be "in direct contact with all parties to the conflict to 
try and contain the situation".

 Iraq 
Iraq's President Abdel Latif Rashid called for a "reduction of 
tensions", warned against the "spread of conflict" and said 
emphasised" the need to stop the aggression against the Gaza 
Strip and to find a solution to the Palestinian question, given 
this is a fundamental element to the stability of the region".

 Qatar
Qatar expressed "deep concern" following the strikes and 
called on "all parties to halt escalation" and "exercise 
maximum restraint". The gas-rich emirate, which has 
been engaged in weeks of talks with Israel and Hamas 
and mediated a hostage exchange between Tehran and 
Washington in September urged the international community 
to "take urgent action to defuse the tension and de-escalate."

Russia
Russia's foreign ministry expressed "extreme concern over 
the latest dangerous escalation in the region" and urged all 
sides to "show restraint".
"We are counting on the regional states to solve the existing 
problems with political and diplomatic means," the ministry 
said in a statement.

Saudi Arabia
The Saudi foreign ministry voiced its concern at the "military 
escalation" and called on "all parties to exercise utmost 
restraint and spare the region and its peoples from the 
dangers of war".
It went on to urge the UN Security Council "to assume its 
responsibility towards maintaining international peace and 
security".

 Ukraine
Ukraine President Volodomyr Zelensky condemned the attack, 
saying Iran's actions "threaten the entire region and the 
world, just as Russia's actions threaten a larger conflict".
"The obvious collaboration between the two regimes in 
spreading terror must face a resolute and united response 
from the world", he wrote on X, formerly Twitter.

 United States 
US President Joe Biden promised "ironclad" support for Israel 
after holding an urgent meeting with top security officials.
"I just met with my national security team for an update 
on Iran's attacks against Israel. Our commitment to Israel's 
security against threats from Iran and its proxies is ironclad," 
Biden said on X, formerly Twitter, posting a picture of the 
meeting in the White House Situation Room.

A demonstrator holds a bullter shell replica as others gather at Palestine Square in Tehran, after Iran launched a drone and 
missile attack on Israel

Iran says informed US 
of ’limited’ attack on 
Israel
AFP | Tehran, Iran

Iran's foreign minister on Sun-
day said Tehran had informed 

the United States and gave a 72-
hour warning to neighbouring 
countries of its retaliatory attack 
on Israel.

"We announced... to the White 
House in a message that our op-
erations will be limited, minimal 
and will be aimed at punishing 
the Israeli regime," said Hossein 
Amir-Abdollahian.

The Iranian top diplomat was 
speaking during a briefing to 
foreign diplomats about Teh-
ran's drone and missile attack 
on Israel in retaliation for an 
April 1 strike on Iran's Damascus 
consulate.

During Sunday's briefing, 
Amir-Abdollahian said Iran had 
informed neighbouring coun-
tries of its planned retaliatory 
attack "72 hours before the op-
eration".

"We announced to our broth-
ers and friends in the region, 
including the countries hosting 
American military bases, that our 
objective was only to punish the 
Israeli regime," he said.

"We are not seeking to target 
the American people or Ameri-
can bases in the region," he said, 
but warned that Iran could target 
US military positions involved 
in "defending and supporting" 
Israel.

US does not want to see Middle East crisis ’escalate’
Washington, United States

The United States does not 
want to see an escalation of 

the crisis in the Middle East, a top 

White House official said Sunday 
after Israel repelled a massive 
missile and drone attack from 
Iran."We don't want to see this 
escalate," White House Nation-

al Security Council spokesman 
John Kirby said on NBC's "Meet 
the Press". "We're not looking for 
a wider war with Iran."

Israel strikes Hezbollah 
site in east Lebanon

AFP | Beirut, Lebanon

Israel Sunday struck a Hez-
bollah site in Lebanon’s east 

near the Syrian border, the Is-
raeli army and a source from 
the Iran-backed group said, 
as tensions soared after Iran 
directly attacked Israel.

The Hezbollah source told 
AFP that “the Israeli strike 
targeted an area... near Baal-
bek and targeted a two-storey 
building belonging to Hez-
bollah,” adding there were no 
casualties.

Lebanon’s state-run Nation-
al News Agency reported that 
“an enemy air strike targeted a 
building” in the village of Nabi 
Sheet and “destroyed it”.

An AFP photographer at the 
site saw the concrete and steel 
wreckage of the building, lev-
elled in the attack.

The Israeli army said in a 
statement that in response to 
launches overnight, “fighter 
jets struck a significant Hez-
bollah weapons manufactur-
ing site” in the Nabi Sheet area 
“deep inside Lebanon”.

A general view shows a destroyed building targeted by Israeli air strikes on 
the village of Nabi Sheet in the Baablbek district in Lebanon's eastern Bekaa 
Valley

Heavy rain and flash floods kill 33 in 
Afghanistan

AFP | Kabul, Afghanistan

At least 33 people have been 
killed over three days of 

heavy rains and flash flooding 
in Afghanistan, the govern-
ment's disaster management 
department said Sunday.

"From Friday onward, be-
cause of the rains there were 
flash floods which caused high 
human and financial losses," 
department spokesman Janan 

Sayeq said. "The primary in-
formation shows that, unfortu-
nately, in the floods, 33 people 
were martyred and 27 people 
got injured."

Most casualties were from 
roof collapses while some 600 
houses were damaged or de-
stroyed, nearly 600 kilometres 
(370 miles) of road demol-
ished, and around 2,000 acres 
of farmland "flooded away", 
Sayeq said.

Afghan men sit atop of military vehicles as they cross through a flooded area 
in Spin Boldak district of Kandahar province

19 dead, two missing after Indonesia 
landslide
AFP | Jakarta, Indonesia

At least 19 people have been 
found dead and two more 

are missing after a landslide 
in central Indonesia, local au-
thorities said on Sunday.

The dead and two survi-
vors were evacuated from two 
landslide-hit villages in Tana 
Toraja regency, South Sulawesi 
province on Saturday evening, 
said local disaster agency head 
Sulaiman Malia.

“There have been 19 fatal-
ities, with 4 deaths in South 

Makale and 15 others in 
Makale villages,” Malia told 
AFP on Sunday.

“Currently, we are still 
searching for other victims,” 
he said, adding that there 
are still two individuals re-
ported missing, presumably 
buried under the landslide  
debris.

Tana Toraja and its sur-
rounding areas have been 
“continuously hit by heavy 
rainfall, especially over the 
past week, with hardly any 
stop”, Malia added.

Somali pirates free ship after 
Bangladeshi owners pay ransom: firm

AFP | Chittagong, Bangladesh

Somali pirates freed a Bang-
ladesh-flagged cargo vessel 

and its 23 crew early yesterday 
after sackloads of US dollars 
were air-dropped to them in 
ransom, the company and rel-
atives said.

The bulk carrier MV Ab-
dullah was transporting more 
than 55,000 tonnes of coal 
from Maputo to the United 
Arab Emirates when it was 
seized by dozens of pirates 
around 550 nautical miles 
(1,000 kilometres) off the So-
mali coast a month ago.

The seizure came amid a 
surge in Somali pirate activity, 
with international naval forc-
es diverted from the Gulf of 
Aden into the Red Sea to guard 
against attacks on shipping by 

Yemen’s Iran-backed Huthi 
rebels. Negotiations for the 
ship’s release were led by Me-
herul Karim, CEO of its owners 
KSRM.

“The pirates called us when 
they reached near the Somalia 
coast” and one of them spoke 
English, he told reporters in 
Chittagong on Sunday.

“He communicated with us 
till we finalised the negotia-
tion,” he added. “We will not 
discuss or reveal the amount 
of ransom money.”

The MV Abdullah was on 
its way to its original destina-
tion escorted by two European 
Union ships, he said, and the 
pirates had given the crew a 
letter of safe passage in Somali 
promising “the ship would not 
come under any more attacks 
by pirates until it reached Du-
bai port”.

The MV Abdullah's owners, KSRM Group chairman Md. Shahjahan Kabir 
(C), speaks during a press conference after Somali pirates freed their cargo 
vessel and its crew members, in Chittagon



Matthew McConaughey insists no one can help 
navigate the Hollywood ‘initiation process’
Celebretainment | Los Angeles

Matthew McConaughey has 
claimed there is an “initia-

tion process” to Hollywood.
The 54-year-old star has had 

a number of “ups and downs” 
over the years and while it is 
possible to get “tips” from 
others in the industry, 
he believes it is im-
portant for aspring 
actors to learn how 
things work for 
themself.

He told People 
magazine: “I, like 
anyone, have had 
my ups and downs. 
My star meter has 
been higher, my star 
meter has been lower. 
I’ve won Oscars, I’ve 
been arrested playing 
the bongos naked.

“Overall, I believe 
there’s been inherent 
goodwill for me, but it 
did not keep me from 
figuring out my own initi-

ation into the industry.
“There’s a lot of things you learn 10 
years after being in Hollywood and you 

go, ‘Well, why didn’t they tell me that 
in year two?’

“Because there’s an initiation pro-
cess. There just is. You can get tips, 

but you’ve got to figure out the BS, cut 
the wheat from the chaff along the way.”

And the ‘Dallas Buyers Club’ ac-
tor wouldn’t even share what he’s 
learned with his younger self.

He said: “Oh, I wouldn’t tell him. 
I’d let him figure it out the same way 
I did. Take feeder roads off the high-
way. Get confused, get frustrated, 
feel lost, and overcome it.”

Matthew has Levi, 15, Vida, 14, 
and 11-year-old Livingston with 

wife Camila Alves and believes 
parenthood has made him a 

better actor.
He said: “Having children, 

I know, has made me a better 
artist and a better actor. Kids see 

things for the first time all the time.
“Their questions are innocent. 

I’ve become a better storyteller be-
cause I have kids.”

The Oscar-winning star took on 

his voice role of Buster Moon the koala in 
‘Sing’ and its sequel so his children could 
enjoy his work for once, and it was a par-
ticularly special moment for him when the 
kids realised his involvement.

He said: “Yeah, it was fun.... And as they 
got older, there’s nothing I made that they 
could see.

“As you become a parent, you end up 
watching mostly what your kids are watch-
ing. And so I was like, ‘Man, I’ve never 
been a part of an animated film and I like 
doing voice work’ and so I went and did  
that.
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Blake Lively gushes over 
‘dreamy’ husband Ryan Reynolds

Celebretainment | Los Angeles

Blake Lively gushed that she 
manifested her “dreamy” 

husband Ryan Reynolds.
The 36-year-old ‘Gossip Girl’ 

legend shared a trailer for her 
new semi-animated movie 
‘IF’ - which is co-produced by 
her 47-year-old spouse and 
44-year-old director John Kra-
sinski - and she admitted the 
Marvel star is everything she 
could have wished for.

She captioned the clip on her 
Instagram Story: “Everything I 
believed as a kid did turn out to 
be true. His name is @vanci-
tyreynolds.

“Well, his legal name isn’t, 
At Vancity Reynolds. But he is 
dreamy and he is in @ifmovie 
which is also pure magic.”

Ryan - who has four young 
children with Blake - thinks 
the key to his successful mar-
riage is the fact he and his oth-
er half “like” one another and 
their relationship is built on a 
strong friendship.

He told ‘Entertainment To-
night’ in 2021: “We don’t take 
each other too seriously, but 
we’re also friends.

“Falling in love is great, but 
do you like each other? That’s 
kinda the question you gotta 

ask yourself, you know, going 
into it.

“We’ve always liked each 
other. We grow together. We 
learn from each other. So yeah, 
I’m lucky to have a buddy in 
that.”

They met when they were 
working together on 2011’s 
‘Green Lantern’, and it was 
Ryan who made the first move.

The ‘Deadpool’ star quipped 
on the ‘SmartLess’ podcast: 
“I met Blake on the dark-
est crease on the anus of 
the universe called ‘Green  
Lantern’.

“We were friends and bud-
dies and about a year and half 
later, we went on a double date 
but we were dating separate 
people.

“We hung out and we always 
kind of kept in touch sort of 
casually and next thing you 
know, she was going to Boston. 
I was going to Boston and I 
said I’ll ride with you.

“We got on the train and we 
rode together. I was just beg-
ging her to sleep with me.”

He described their romance 
as something “out of a fairy-
tale”.

Ryan added: “A week later 
I was like, ‘We should buy a 
house together’. And we did.”

Halle Berry says she would ‘take a bullet’ for her kids
Celebretainment | Los Angeles

Halle Berry would “take a 
bullet” for her kids.

The 57-year-old actress has 
Nahla, 15, with her ex-Nicholas 
Aubry as well as Maceo-Rob-
ert, 10,with former partner Ol-
ivier Martinez and explained 
why she could relate to her 
new role as a mother in ‘Never 
Let Go’.

She told ‘Entertainment To-
night’: “You know, we say as 
mama bears ... we say, ‘I will 
take a bullet for my kids. I will 
do anything for my kids.

“This [role] gave me an op-

portunity to really 
play that scenario 
out, right, to really 
take a bullet for my 
kids. Like, really put 
my life out there 
for them in a real 
way. And so, yes, 
I think of my real 
kids every step 
of the way. It’s 
who I am. It ’s 
what makes me.”

In the film, the 
Oscar-winning 
star - who was in-
itially married to 
David Justice, then 

to Eric Benet and divorced Ol-
ivier in 2013 after three years 

of marriage - has to skin a 
squirrel as part of the story 
and she admitted that both 
of her kids would have an 
adverse reaction to the 
scene.

She said: “My daughter 
would be slightly grossed 
out and wondering why I 
would do that to a squir-

rel. My son probably won’t 
see it. He’s a little scared, 
like, I don’t know, he might 
have nightmares. I don’t 
know if he should see it 
just yet.

Cheryl ‘thankful’ she found fame before social media
Celebretainment | Los Angeles

Cheryl is “thankful” she 
found fame along with Girls 

Aloud before social media and 
smartphones.

The 40-year-old singer is get-
ting ready to hit the road with 
bandmates Kimberley Walsh, 
42, Nadine Coyle and Nicola 
Roberts, both 38, when they 
launch their ‘Girls Aloud’ tour 
in May, and added we live in an 
age when people know so much 

about the artists they like it has 
taken away their “magic”.

She told Scott Mills on BBC 
Radio 2 in a chat alongside her 
bandmates: “I’m thankful to just 
be in this generation where we 
got to live as pop stars without 
the phones.”

Kimberley chipped in: “With-
out Instagram, without any of 
that stuff.”

Opening up about how much 
access there is to the daily lives 
of celebrities, Cheryl added: “It 

does, and I don’t know whether 
that’s a good or a bad thing. I 
can’t decide.

“Because in a way it human-
ises you and makes people re-
alise, actually she’s just another 
person, just another human, and 
we should not be, like, adoring 
or idolising anybody.

“But in another way it takes 
away the sprinkle or magic of 
being, you know, a pop star, 
someone to aspire to or look 
forward for.”

Kimberley added: “Growing 
up we kind of loved that, you 
know? I loved that I couldn’t see 
what Kylie had for breakfast.”

The group are embarking on 
their reunion tour, which starts 
in Dublin, in memory of their 
bandmate Sarah Harding, who 
died in 2021 aged 39 after her 
breast cancer spread to other 
parts of her body.

Cheryl fondly recalled how 
she still remembers the dances 
to all Girls Aloud’s songs, add-

ing: “It’s funny 
because it’s like 
muscle memory. 
We’ve done it, 
it’s so ingrained 
and we did it so 
many times on 
different tours, 
the same cho-
reography, your 
body remembers 
even before your 
brain catches 
up, really.”

Matthew McConaughey

Halle Berry

Cheryl

There’s a lot of things you 
learn 10 years after being in 
Hollywood and you go, ‘Well, 

why didn’t they tell me that in 
year two?’ Because there’s an 
initiation process. There just 

is. You can get tips, but you’ve 
got to figure out the BS, cut the 
wheat from the chaff along the 

way
MATTHEW MCCONAUGHEY

Glen Powell boards 
Edgar Wright’s The 
Running Man remake

Celebretainment | Los 
Angeles

Glen Powell has been 
confirmed for Edgar 

Wright ’s ‘The Running 
Man’ remake.

The 49-year-old director 
is working on a movie based 
on Stephen King’s 1982 nov-
el of the same name and pre-
viously promised that his 

take will be more faithful 
to the story than the 

1987 dystopian flick 
that starred Arnold 
Schwarzenegger.

And now it’s been 
confirmed that the 

‘Anyone But You’ star, 35, 
will play the leading role 
of Ben Richards in the 

Paramount flick, as an-
nounced at CinemaCon 
in Las Vegas this week.
The novel’s plot is as 

Glen Powell

Blake Lively  Ryan Reynolds

Across
1- Kemo ___; 5- Some TVs; 9- French vineyard; 12- Son of ___!; 13- Continental cash; 15- Farrow 
and Hamm; 16- He sang about Alice; 17- Scrub (a mission); 18- Will-___-wisp; 19- Simple song; 
21- Proximity; 23- Hebrew month; 25- Ladies of Sp.; 26- ___-Foy, Quebec; 29- Kimono ties; 31- 
Hams it up; 35- Acapulco aunt; 36- High-fives; 38- ___ boom; 39- Sauce brand; 41- “Silas Marner” 
author; 43- Lymph ___; 44- You ___ right!; 46- Grocery, e.g.; 48- Hamilton’s bill; 49- Father or 
mother; 51- List ender; 52- Afore; 53- Currency of Turkey, and formerly of Italy; 55- First 
name in fashion; 57- And so forth; 61- Come out; 65- “Alice” diner; 66- Polite turndown; 
68- Seasonal song; 69- Some nest eggs; 70- Romanov rulers; 71- Barbie, e.g.; 72- Gratuity; 
73- Fencing blade; 74- Retired fliers;

Down
1- Swedish auto; 2- Taj Mahal town; 3- Male of a bovine mammal; 4- Name on a bomber; 
5- Legible; 6- Young bear; 7- Elvis’s middle name; 8- Sensitive spots; 9- Make reference to; 
10- Stadium cheers; 11- Employs, consumes; 14- Gawk; 15- Rainy season; 20- Bustles; 22- Super 
Bowl XXXIV champs; 24- Iranian money; 26- Leash; 27- Miss America topper; 28- Enthusiastic; 
30- Ill will; 32- Govt. security; 33- Pillow filler; 34- View; 37- Like a smokestack; 40- Serving no 
function; 42- Cross; 45- Put a lid ___!; 47- K-6; 50- Lott of Mississippi; 54- Got up; 56- Transmits; 
57- Expel gas or odor; 58- Garr of “Tootsie”; 59- Give it up for a performer?; 60- Pronto!; 62- 
Outback hoppers; 63- Moolah; 64- Building additions; 67- Strong feeling of anger;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 
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Call us on +973 36458394
email : advt@newsofbahrain.comClassifieds

MC 6 CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of OPERATOR 
(FORKLIFT), suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17402050 or operation@mcsix.me
VICTOR AIR TRAVELS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of TRAVEL 
TICKETS SALES SUPERVISOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34100500 or 
NURALAMINDESIGNS@GMAIL.COM
Bu rahma contracting has a vacancy for 
the occupation of MASON, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17413882 or AMAN.
WORK88@GMAIL.COM
Mr. sparkle cleaning has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33331155 or 
JSHAIBANI@GMAIL.COM
WAAD PHONE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34170035 or 
PDC434@GMAIL.COM
S B C TRADING W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33602501 or DC@
FAHDAN.COM
MUSANDAM AGENCY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32245990 or 
BHRPGMA@GMAIL.COM
NEW LIFE DOCUMENTS CLEARANCE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CLERK, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34100500 or Farjuamin92@gmail.com
CATIIS BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SPECIALIST (ANALYSIS 
& MEASUREMENT), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77081871 or contact@
catiisonline.com
PR MIDDLE EAST W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of REGIONAL GEN. 
MANAGER(ESTABLISHMENT), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33655152 or 
pramacrecruit@gmail.com
STAR QUICK CARGO CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of DRIVER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39684786 or ASHIQWAHEED60@GMAIL.
COM
STAR QUICK PACKAGING CO W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39684786 or ASHIQWAHEED60@GMAIL.
COM
DAYAN FOR GENERAL TRADE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33020130 or DAYANFASHIONBH@GMAIL.
COM
BRUJU RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33020130 or 
DAYANFASHIONBH@GMAIL.COM
WHITE WAY WELDING AND FABRICATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39313818 or RAMESH.TPP@GMAIL.
COM
ZAYONA LAUNDRIES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER(LAUNDRY), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17000011 or HR@ALSAADOON.COM
FAYONA LAUNDRIES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER(LAUNDRY), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17000011 or bills@alsaadoon.com.bh
ARABIAN POOLS FOR SWIMMING POOLS 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of OFFICE ASSISTANT, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33212302 or ABNESTATE@GMAIL.COM
AL BINDAIRA CAFE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38700027 or 
salwa@al-abraaj.com
GUJJAR AC ELECTRINC REPAIRING 
SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33982664 or 
RAMZANGUJJAR664@GMAIL.COM
MSP CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36237819 or 
MSPCONTRA@GMAIL.COM
ALQADI FOR SALE OF DATES AND 
HONEY has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SALES AGENT, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34010646 or ALQADI.DATES@
GMAIL.COM
ROAD RUNNER GARAGE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39369922 or 
ISAABDULLA1989@GMAIL.COM
LFM INTERNATIONAL TRADING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of ACCOUNTANTS, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33413065 or 
MARQUISLOVETT@HOTMAIL.COM
SWARNA SHILPI INTERIOR DECOR 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36231004 or BHASU498@GMAIL.COM
COFFEE BREAK W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 

qualified applicants can contact 33578079 or 
mksnafi@gmail.com
COCO FARAH GENERAL TRADING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of WORKER(SALES), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 32123332 or 
HHAAAA101@GMAIL.COM
OBERTTEC BUILDING MANAGEMENT 
CO W.L.L W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of OFFICE ASSISTANT, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34036163 or 
OBERTEC.BHR@GMAIL.COM
IHTSHAM CLEANING AND CONTRAICTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
DRIVER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33803636 or ITC.WLL786@GMAIL.
COM
AMIABLE GULF TRADING CO W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of SALES 
MANAGER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17776657 or INSTANT.BH@GMAIL.
COM
MC 6 CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of OPERATOR 
(FORKLIFT), suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17402050 or operation@mcsix.me
JOZ CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39999887 or 
JOZGROUP@BATELCO.COM.BH
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI CORPORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SCAFFOLDER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17312220 or AHCGLOBE@
BATELCO.COM.BH
GULF AIR B.S.C. (C) has a vacancy for 
the occupation of CABIN CREW / FLIGHT 
STEWARD, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17337804 or recruitment@gulfair.com
ALHANAFI CLEANING CO. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER 
(GENERAL), suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39904366 or hanafico@batelco.com.
bh
ZAITOONI PALACE GRILL AND PIZZA 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CHEF, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39443294 or SMOHDSE@GMAIL.COM
DAR ALAWADHI CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66601666 or ALAWADHI.REALESTATE@
GMAIL.COM
ALHAMAD CONSTRUCTION & 
DEVLOPMENT CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SUPERVISOR ASSISTANT, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17226618 or ACKR007@GMAIL.COM
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CLEANER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36094012 or HRD@DREAMGROUP.
BH
SEA BIRD MECHANICAL AND MARINE 
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WELDER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17273133 or 
SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
Zenon TOWER CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of MASON, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33100058 or ZENONMANAMA@GMAIL.COM
TRIPLE GRO CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33217634 or 
BHDANYAL78@GMAIL.COM
AKBAR ABDULRAHMAN BUILDING 
COMPLETION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35137132 or 
AKBARBH533@GMAIL.COM
ZEESHAN MAHER CONSULTANCY DANI 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of OFFICE ASSISTANT, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33900451 or 
FATIMAILYASKHASTTAB@GMAIL.COM
AL HAREEM BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36561983 or FAISALAJAZ@ICLOUD.
COM
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI CORPORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PIPE-FITTER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17312220 or AHCGLOBE@
BATELCO.COM.BH
G G MIRINTERIOR DECORATION W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33747288 or NOORAMINBH@GMAIL.COM
ZAHID NAZAR SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36886584 or ZAHIDNAZAR786@GMAIL.
COM
BEAUFORT GULF SERVICES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39925445 or 
BEAUFORTGS@GMAIL.COM
AGADIR DECORATION AND 
LANDSCAPING - BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33761989 or SAIB.EQUIPMENT@
GMAIL.COM
LA BREZZA CAFE W.L.L has a vacancy 

for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36000230 or 
SAWAD3@HOTMAIL.COM
STAR MANPOWER SUPPLY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of DRIVER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17000585 
or HRSUPPORT@ALSHAMMARYGROUP.
COM
FARESHTA CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33595836 or 
WSAEED214@GMAIL.COM
BAWAREJ CONTRACTING CO.W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
13118898 or bawarej.bh@gmail.com
HOME APPLY TRADING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34352941 or JAMAL33484966@GMAIL.
COM
THE TEA HOUSE CAFETERIA has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37475737 or teahousebh@gmail.com
SALMANIYA DISCOUNT CENTER W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 35942988 or JAFERMUS44@GMAIL.
COM
007 GARAGE W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
32125016 or SAMINA12.PK@GMAIL.COM
AULFIAN COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36675632 or 
RBH0808@GMAIL.COM
HAMAD BIN KHALID ADVERTISING 
AND PUBLICITY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of DESIGNER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33146493 or 
HAMADBUTT753@GMAIL.COM
SHINAN GENERAL TRADING AND 
REAL ESTATE  W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33786725 or 
AIRLINKBH@GMAIL.COM
ADNAN SAYED SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34690477 or ADNAN.SCONSULTANCYBH@
GMAIL.COM
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI CORPORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PIPE-FITTER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17312220 or AHCGLOBE@
BATELCO.COM.BH
RED STAGE MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34515252 or REDSTAGE77@
GMAIL.COM
WASEELA DELIVERY SERVICES CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 35571011 or WASEELA.GCC@
GMAIL.COM
BU QUWAH SQUARE LAUNDRY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33334293 or IFTIKHAR_AA1@YAHOO.COM
SAFE FAST MOVERS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of HEAVY DRIVER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33382677 or 
ASADABBASBUTT7@GMAIL.COM
JAYPEE INTERNATIONAL TRADING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36805262 or JAYPEEINTERNATIONAL.BH@
GMAIL.COM
DRAABEEL SWEETS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39474355 or 
ABDULHASSIN.MAHDI@GMAIL.COM
VICNEZ FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CLEANER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 34482910 or RANJANI8012@GMAIL.
COM
SABI BEST SECEND FASHION DESIGN 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
LABOURER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 38398065 or MUHAMMADRUHAB2@
GMAIL.COM
P NEW MEHRAN COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36675632 or RUBELBH0808@GMAIL.COM
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI CORPORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PIPE-FITTER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17312220 or AHCGLOBE@
BATELCO.COM.BH
BLACK & WHITE PRINTING SERVICE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33616140 or WHITEANDGREYMEDIA@
GMAIL.COM
ZEESHAN MAHER CONSULTANCY 
DANI W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33900451 or 
FATIMAILYASKHASTTAB@GMAIL.COM
HYBRID  MAINTENANCE & DECOR CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36549635 or YASEENNISAR106@

GMAIL.COM
JAWAN MIX INTERIOR DECORATION  
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 13112471 or FLYEZEETVL.BH@
GMAIL.COM
KHALIFA NOOR BUILDING COMPLETION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33051349 or DARWISHBH4@
GMAIL.COM
DRAZINDA SERVICES CO W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of HEAVY 
DRIVER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36245138 or KHANMASOOD12900@
GMAIL.COM
ASHISH PATHRA REAL ESTATE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of OFFICE 
ASSISTANT, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36415755 or MSAIF7479@GMAIL.
COM
CHAMINDA INTERIOR DECORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33249820 or MASIMMAHI743@
GMAIL.COM
FADHEL ALI ABDULWAHAB ALTAWEEL 
( KHOKHA - 2060 ) has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SEAMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36300065 or 
AYYS1976@HOTMAIL.COM
MOHAMED ALI AHMED HASAN / 
ZAKARYIA 11203 has a vacancy for 
the occupation of FISHERMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33077972 or 
moh3796@hotmail.com
STAR MANPOWER SUPPLY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of DRIVER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17000585 
or HRSUPPORT@ALSHAMMARYGROUP.
COM
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CLEANER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36094012 or HRD@DREAMGROUP.
BH
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI CORPORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PIPE-FITTER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17312220 or AHCGLOBE@
BATELCO.COM.BH
KOOHEJI CONTRACTORS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of MASON ASST, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17786500 or careers@kcbahrain.com
Wyndham Garden W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of TRAINEE, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66316666 or mannai.
hr@mannaitrading.com
ZARWAN FIBER GLASS FACTORY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17600144 or ZARWAN@HOTMAIL.
COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of LABOURER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598 or 
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
STAR GROUP COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER 
(GENERAL), suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17300013 or ahmed@stargroupbh.
com
I WOOD WORKS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33330082 or 
ALWASEEMGROUP@GMAIL.COM
TECHNO INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT CENTER 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17272975 or 
TISC@BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS MECHANICAL CONTRACTING 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of FITTER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39470985 or yousif@
aanass.net
EXCELLENCE INDUSTRIAL 
MAINTENANCE COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17532010 or a.jawahery@exibah.com
LOTUS HOTEL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WAITER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17251444 or 
NAMALCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
CRISPY HUT CAFETERIA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SANDWICHES MAKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33383177 or M.BUKHALOF@GMAIL.COM
KANOO INFORMATION Technology B.S.C. 
Closed has a vacancy for the occupation 
of COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17262262 or 
hr.s@ekkanoo.com.bh
Toyota express lube B.S.C. Closed has a 
vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17262262 or HR.S@EKKANOO.COM.BH
N. C. R. (BAHRAIN) W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALES MANAGER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17203644 or 
PANAYIOTIS.HAILIS@NCR.COM
ARAD CONSTRUCTION ESTABLISHMENT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PAINTER(CONSTRUCTION), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17256338 or 

ACE.5391@GMAIL.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy for the 
occupation of AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17729935 or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
ESMAELY LENZOHM ELECTRICAL CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
DRIVER/OPERATOR(CRAWLER CRANE), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37217337 or HR@ESMAELYLENZOHM.
COM
THE NATIONAL TRADING HOUSE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39452129 or thakerb@nattrad.com
ALZAIN TRADING CO LTD WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of INVENTORY 
SPECIALIST, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17212444 or hrd@alzainjewellery.
com
A - KARIM ALJAHROMI CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of ELECTRICIAN(BUILDINGS), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17831000 or akjcont@gmail.com
COMSIP AL A ALI W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SUPERVISOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17773006 or 
AURELIEN.CHAUSSY@VINCI-ENERGIES.
COM
ALKOMED ENGINEERING SERVICES 
CO. has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SUPERVISOR FOR STORES, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17698500 or 
ALKOMED@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALSABAH CONSTRUCTION CO W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17714015 or info@alsabahconstruction.com
ALZAIMOOR GARAGE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of LABOURER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39663155 or 
zaimoorgarage@gmail.com
Wyndham Garden W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of CHEF, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66316666 or mannai.
hr@mannaitrading.com
ALAHRAMAT FOUNTAIN FACTORY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36616601 or ZARWANGROUP@
GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17727676 or 
aqeel@basma.com.bh
VIBRANT SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17615858 or 
JALALEBRAHIM@GMAIL.COM
House of Patong Thai Spa & Salon 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
MASSEUR, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17212988 or ALQANOOON@
WINDOWSLIVE.COM
SEVEN HILLS BAHRAIN W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17403548 or info@7hills-group.com
TEA TIME W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER(JUICE & 
SANDWICHES), suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36960999 or HASH2H2@GMAIL.
COM
ALDALEEM CONTRACTING W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
FABRICATOR(FIBERGLASS RODUCTS), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17252256 or ALDALEEM@HOTMAIL.COM
MITSUBISHI POWER BAHRAIN BRANCH 
BRANCH OF A FOREIGN COMPANY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN 
ADVISOR, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17503109
HUSAIN JAAFAR BUILDING COMPLETION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33051349 or DARWISHBH4@
GMAIL.COM
EVEMEN PACKING CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35935010 or 
TABASSUMFAROOQ61@GMAIL.COM
The icon restaurant and LOUNG has a 
vacancy for the occupation of MANAGER 
(FOOD & BEVERAGES SECTION), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17555556 or 
orientalcustoms@gmail.com
ITALIAN PRODUCTS CENTRE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORK SUPERVISOR, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17778619 or 
bassem@3csbahrain.com
SEVENTIES KARAK has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SANDWICHES MAKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39664667 or KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
ALHADDAD CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of PAINTER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17566473 or 
DARSHA@ALHADDAD-BAHRAIN.COM
JENAN SHOP FOR JUICE AND SANDWICH 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SANDWICHES MAKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37777024 or ebrahim.

alhayki.51@gmail.com
ALSHUWAIKH GATE RESTAURANT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
DRIVER(MOTOR-CYCLE), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17692211 or M_
ALSHOWAIKH@HOTMAIL.COM
ALSHEHAB ALUMININUM W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17537715 or ALSHEHABALUMINIUM@
GMAIL.COM
ALGHRAIFAH CAFATEREA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of COOK(GENERAL), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39156007 or JALIL.FARHAN@GMAIL.COM
BINT ALKHOZAMIA MARKET has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39757064 or 
MARIAMALKHOZAMI@HOTMAIL.COM
STEEL CARE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39643508 or 
STEELCARE11995@GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN BUSINESS MACHINES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PROGRAMMER(COMPUTER), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17584333 or 
feras@gbmme.com
ALDAR ALUMINUM AND WELDING 
BLACKSMITH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66300270 or 
alghadeerdc@gmail.com
QUDS AL MADEENA TRADING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17256545 or LMRADOC123@GMAIL.COM
SUHA ALMINIUM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of ALUMINIUM TECHNICIAN 
(GENERAL), suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36604604 or KHALIDAA21@YAHOO.
COM
SNIC Insurance B.S.C.(C) has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALES MANAGER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17563377 or 
HR@SNIC.COM.BH
GULF CATTLEFOOD CENTRE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALES AGENT, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39810981 or BOTALAAl882@GMAIL.COM
Aldhaen  Contracting & Trading W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SUPERVISOR(DRY-DOCK), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17701006 or 
HR@ACTBH.COM
EMCO COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of 
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17821988 or 
emco@emco.com.bh
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17404949 or proffice@
almoayyedcg.com
STAR GROUP COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17300013 or ahmed@stargroupbh.com
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of LABOURER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598 or 
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
Wyndham Garden W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of COOK(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66316666 or 
mannai.hr@mannaitrading.com
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640 or 
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
INTEGRATED FACILITY MANAGEMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CLEANER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17400407 or proffice@almoayyedcg.
com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. close 
has a vacancy for the occupation of SHOVEL 
OPERATOR, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39334023 or sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
MANAMA CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 
CENTRE has a vacancy for the occupation 
of SAFETY OFFICER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33660791 or azizbr@
gmail.com
ALKOOHEJI BUILDING CARE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17710710 or info@koohejibuildingcare.com
AL REEM GATE CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39771192 or inter.island.bh@gmail.com
ALGASSAB CONSTRUCTION & TRADING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
TRENCHER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39669917 or oommenzo@gmail.com
La ROSA HOTEL W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of STOREKEEPER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17111999 or 
larosahotel1977@gmail.com
CYPRUS CYBARCO TABET JV W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17224545 or cct@cct-bh.com

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE



West Ham teenager Earthy in hospital after ‘head knock’ in Fulham loss
AFP | London

West Ham teenager George 
Earthy was taken to hos-

pital after suffering what ap-
peared to be a worrying head 
injury just two minutes into his 
Premier League debut.

The 19-year-old had only just 
come on as a substitute when 
he collided with team-mate 
Edson Alvarez at the London 
Stadium during an eventual 2-0 
defeat by capital rivals Fulham.

Earthy fell to the ground 
awkwardly and it looked as if 
he had been knocked out cold, 
with medical staff and team-

mates rushing to his aid.
Having received on-field 

treatment for eight minutes, 
Earthy was carried off on a 
stretcher. He was conscious 
when he was taken out of West 
Ham’s home ground in an am-
bulance some 20 minutes after 
the final whistle.

“West Ham United can con-
firm George Earthy will under-
go an assessment in a London 
hospital this evening following 
the incident which saw him 
stretchered off during today’s 
(Sunday’s) Premier League 
fixture against Fulham,” said a 
club statement.

Klopp bemoans lack of conviction in Liverpool’s ‘rubbish’ Palace loss
AFP | London

Jurgen Klopp said Liverpool 
lacked conviction in a shock 

1-0 defeat at home to Crystal 
Palace that rocked the Reds’ 
Premier League title challenge 
yesterday.

Klopp’s men had not lost at 
Anfield for 14 months in all 
competitions prior to a 3-0 
defeat to Atalanta in the Eu-
ropa League quarter-finals on 
Thursday.

The German did not get the 
reaction he hoped for as Pal-
ace took an early lead through 
Eberechi Eze in a ragged first-
half display from the home side.

Liverpool were much im-
proved after the break but were 
undone by a familiar waste-

fulness in front of goal in re-
cent weeks as Palace clung on 

for just their second win in 10 
games.

“It feels rubbish, 100 per-
cent,” said Klopp. “The first 
half cost us the problems we 
couldn’t sort in the second half.

“First half we wanted to 
show a reaction from the last 
game. We saw a reaction, just 
not the one we wanted. You 
could see the team was not fully 
convinced. We lacked convic-
tion.”

Klopp’s men have three away 
games before they return to 
Anfield, playing at Fulham, 
Everton and West Ham over 
the next two weeks.

And the Liverpool boss 
knows they must recover top 
form to stand any chance to 
ending his reign by winning 
just a second league title in 34 
years.

West Ham players come to the aid of team-mate George Earthy as he lies 
injured

Liverpool’s Colombian midfielder #07 Luis Diaz (C) looks to play a pass

Arsenal, Liverpool lose 
to hand Man City lead
Liverpool’s title challenge in tatters after Crystal Palace defeat 

• Arsenal’s title bid 
rocked by Villa loss

AFP | London

Aston Villa struck twice 
late on through Ollie 
Watkins and Leon Bai-

ley to inflict a huge blow on 
Arsenal’s Premier League title 
challenge with a 2-0 win at the 
Emirates yesterday as Liver-
pool also stumbled in a shock 
1-0 defeat to Crystal Palace.

Manchester City were the big 
winners of the day as the de-
fending champions remain two 
points clear at the top of the 
table with six games remaining.

Arsenal had taken 31 from 
a possible 33 Premier League 
points in 2024 prior to Villa’s 
visit, but former Gunners boss 
Unai Emery derailed his old 
club’s charge towards the title.

“No one would have predict-
ed our run since January. It’s 
come to an end today. You need 
to reset,” said Arsenal midfield-
er Declan Rice.

“I still think there will be 
plenty more twists and turns 
to go. We’re in a three-horse 
title race with two unbelievable 
sides but, as you’ve seen with 
other results today, the Premier 
League can throw up anything.”

Mikel Arteta’s men were left 
to rue not making the most of 
their first half superiority as 

ex-Arsenal goalkeeper Emi 
Martinez produced a brilliant 
stop to deny Leandro Trossard 
the opener.

However, Villa had shown 
their teeth as Watkins and 
Youri Tielemans struck the 
woodwork before snatching 
all three points.

Bailey ghosted in to meet Lu-
cas Digne’s low cross six min-
utes from time.

And Watkins then moved to 
within one of Erling Haaland’s 
20 in the race for the Golden 
Boot with a sumptuous finish 
on a counter-attack from an 
Arsenal corner.

Villa’s victory puts them in 
pole position for a place in next 
season’s Champions League as 
they move three points clear of 

fifth-placed Tottenham.
“We are not being consistent 

in every match like I want, but 
today we were fantastic,” said 
Emery.

Liverpool running out of 
steam 

It was a similar story for 
Liverpool at Anfield as Jurgen 
Klopp’s men appear to have run 
out of steam at the business end 
of the campaign.

The Reds have now won just 
three of their last eight games 
in all competitions as a glorious 
goodbye for Klopp is at risk of 
fizzling out.

Liverpool had not lost in any 
competition at Anfield for 14 
months prior to Atalanta’s 3-0 
rout in the Europa League on 

Thursday and suffered their 
first Premier League defeat at 
home since October 2022.

Eberechi Eze gave Palace a 
deserved lead on 14 minutes 
and only an incredible goal-line 
clearance by Andy Robertson 
denied Jean-Philippe Mateta 
a second.

Liverpool were much im-
proved after the break but were 
guilty of missing a number of 
big chances.

Darwin Nunez fired straight 
at Dean Henderson, while Cur-
tis Jones, Mohamed Salah and 
Diogo Jota should all have sal-
vaged at least a point.

“I am not dumb,” said Klopp 
on the ramifications for the title 
race.

“The answer is pretty easy: 
if we play like we did in the 
first half, why should we win 
the league? If you play like in 
the second half, we can win 
football games.
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Arsenal’s Declan Rice (L) vies with Aston Villa’s John McGinn (R) 

Arsenal had taken 31 
points from a possible 

33 in the Premier 
League before Villa’s 

visit

KNOW

BETTER

NESTO SUPERMARKET & DEPARTMENT 
STORE W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17227206 or 
GEEPASBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
MERCURE GRAND HOTEL SEEF W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SUPERVISOR  ACCOUNTING, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17299511 or 
AHMED@JAZAYANI.COM
MC 6 CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of LABOURER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17402050 or 
operation@mcsix.me
ISA TOWERS CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36633480 or essatowers@gmail.com
Oasis Delmon Steel Fabrication & Trading 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CARPENTER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36646766 or DAIREX1@
HOTMAIL.COM
JELLY FISH FACTORY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33323995 or 
clearance@JARADAHFISH.COM
MITSUBISHI POWER BAHRAIN BRANCH 
BRANCH OF A FOREIGN COMPANY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN 
ADVISOR, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17503109
AL BARQA SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34035930 or 
SHAHADATHAQUE20@GMAIL.COM
FOUAD CARPENTRY ESTABLISHMENT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
DESIGNER(INTERIORS), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17786098 or 
fouadgeneraltrade@gmail.com
Alfaraj Trading & Services Co. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of MACHINIST, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17700130 or FARAJTR@GMAIL.COM
Zee Mart Family Shop co. w.l.l has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17241014 or SMOOSASAMAK@OUTLOOK.
COM
ABDULLA ALMURBATI TIRES CENTRE has 
a vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33562727 or EAST111W@GMAIL.COM
SANAD  AC WORKSHOP has a vacancy for 
the occupation of A/C MECHANIC, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33377007 or 
AK.SHAKER@GMAIL.COM
AL ANAMIL ALBAIDA COLDSTORE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39901662 or BRASHID5@HOTMAIL.COM
ASARER STORE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37787708 or 
ALMALKI11@HOTMAIL.COM
Bu mariam Tailoring and Embroidery has 
a vacancy for the occupation of TAILOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36292745 or 2010ELECTRICAL.WORKS@
GMAIL.COM.COM
MEDIA FACTORY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17877999 or md@
amg.bh
RABAB ABDULKAREEM AHMED 
MOHAMMED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39087922 or 
NUHABASHEERPCM@GMAIL.COM
MISTER MACHINE B.S.C c has a vacancy for 
the occupation of OPERATOR(EXCAVATION 
MACHINE), suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17705050 or TAHAABDULLA@
MISTER-MACHINE.COM
AMIRA STATIONERY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33222919 or 
AMEER399@HOTMAIL.COM
AL SADEEM CONATRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39604066 or NOORA407@HOTMAIL.COM
Peno Technologiy has a vacancy for the 
occupation of CLEANER (GENERAL), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39841310 or ZUHAIR_MAJEED@HOTMAIL.
COM
HAWASHIM COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17295287 or 
S.HASHIMMAJID@GMAIL.COM
VICTORIA TOUCH CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PROJECTS COORDINATOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77089192 
or VICTORIATOUCHCONTRACTINGCO@
GMAIL.COM
DAREEN GATE CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34680392 or dareengatecompany@gmail.
com
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36065102 or jessica@

alghanah.com
Al Baryah auto spare parts has a vacancy for 
the occupation of STOREKEEPER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39454242 or 
BH.ALBARYAH@HOTMAIL.COM
DAIRATY MARKAT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of ASSISTANT STOREKEEPER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39695569 or aliessa68@gmail.com
ALBARAKA LOGISTIC has a vacancy for 
the occupation of HEAVY DRIVER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17740444 or 
info@albarakabh.com
AL MOAYYED LANDSCAPES AND 
SWIMMING POOLS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of PROJECTS COORDINATOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39770606 or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
ALBARAKA BAKERY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of BAKER(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36664415 or 
basl.daqqaq@gmail.com
ALHOORA SWEET WATER & ICE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39749769 or bah.troublefree.creation@gmail.com
Fancy Land Costumes has a vacancy 
for the occupation of TAILOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33226610 or 
FADHEELA.ACACIA@HOTMAIL.COM
MATTAR JEWEL ART has a vacancy for 
the occupation of JEWELRY GOLDSMITH 
(GENERAL), suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17212717 or LUBNA@
MATTARJEWELERS.COM
AL-NOOR CORNER MARKETS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36670001 or NOOR_20084@HOTMAIL.COM
Abu Alfalafil Sandwiches has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39643380 or 
alhashmiclearing@gmail.com
Maria palace printing services has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39267257 or GOLDENCRYSTAL76@GMAIL.COM
NEW HAMRO NEPALI RESTAURANT has 
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33345415 or A123AFTAB@HOTMAIL.COM
NAWAB BAKERY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of BAKER(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39654547 or 
AKRAMHUSSAIN22@HOTMAIL.COM
MY BAKERY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of STOREKEEPER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39614800 or 
ADMIN.HR@MYBAKERY.BH
INTEGRATED FACILITY MANAGEMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CLEANER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17400407 or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
AKM SECURITY SOLUTIONS W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of SECURITY 
GUARD, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17211060 or bu.khaliid87@gmail.com
HONG KONG GARDEN RESTAURANT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of COOK(ASSISTANT), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39692001 or 
OLIREMI@BATELCO.COM.BH
NAWAB CONTRACTING CO. BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17340719 or 
STOPLEAK@BATELCO.COM.BH
Art Vision for Building Services has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33700224 or ISAMAHDI.BH@GMAIL.COM
AlMazhar World Public Relations Bahraini 
Partnership has a vacancy for the occupation 
of OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36725889 or 
UALI426@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMMAD MUBASHAR AUTO 
SERVICES GARAGE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33699786 or 
MOHAMMADMUBASHAR932@GMAIL.COM
MONTREAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of SUPERVISOR, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35443927 or 
MANOJKUMARTHOTTANKARA@GMAIL.COM
NADA SUITES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of RECEPTIONIST, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17002524 or 
AHMEDAFATEYA@GMAIL.COM
MAGNAS RISING STAR UPHOLSTERY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17784818 or TRADING@
CRYSTALBAHRAIN.COM
DESRT LAND INTERIOER DECORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33316063 or MIRZADXB281@
GMAIL.COM
AL AFNAS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39241856 or NAZIRSHUMAILA86@GMAIL.
COM
IMRAN SALON BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33523132 or GUJJARG1614@
YAHOO.COM
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Bahrain gearing up for Asian futsal
Kingdom’s senior men’s national team draw with Iraqi counterparts in friendly match ahead of AFC Futsal Asian Cup 2024

• Ammar Hassan on target 
for Bahrainis in friendly 
stalemate with Iraq

• Nationals step up 
preparations under Brazilian 
coach Rafael Fogageiro

TDT | Manama

Bahrain’s senior men’s national 
futsal team stepped up their final 
preparations for the AFC Futsal 

Asian Cup 2024.
The tournament is scheduled to kick 

off on Wednesday in Bangkok, Thai-
land, and will continue until April 28, 
with 16 nations from across the conti-
nent in the fray.

Upon reaching the Thai capital late 
last week, the nationals played a friend-
ly match against fellow-participants 
Iraq. The tune-up finished deadlocked 
at 1-1, with Ammar Hassan scoring the 
Bahrainis’ goal.

The nationals feature a 14-player 
squad in the competition, coached by 
Rafael Fogageiro from Brazil.

The roster includes Hassan, Sayed 

Fadhel Mahfouz, Sayed Mohammed 
Hameed, Loay Al Mahfouz, Amin Mu-
hammad, Saleh Ahmed, Mohammed 
Abdulla, Jassam Anan, Mohammed 
Al Sindi, Hassan Ebrahim, Mirza Al 
Nuaimi, Hassan Mohammed, Hamad 
Abdulla, and Ali Al Araibi.

The Bahrainis have been drawn in 
a challenging Group D for the tour-
nament’s preliminary round. The na-
tionals are alongside Iran, Kuwait and 
Afghanistan. Group A features hosts 
Thailand, Vietnam, Myanmar and Chi-
na; Group B includes Uzbekistan, Saudi 

Arabia, Iraq, Australia; and Group C 
is composed of defending champions 
Japan, Tajikistan, South Korea and 
Kyrgyzstan.

Open
Bahrain open their campaign on 

Thursday against the Kuwaitis, and 
then take on their Iranian counterparts 
two days later on April 20. They then 
face off with Afghanistan in their con-
cluding Group D fixture on April 22.

The best two sides in each of the four 
pools move on to the quarter-finals, 
which is scheduled to be held on April 
24. The semi-finals follow on April 26, 
and then the gold medal contest, as well 
as the game for third place, will be held 
on April 28.

The top four finishers at the AFC 
Futsal Asian Cup Thailand 2024 will 
qualify for the FIFA Futsal World Cup 
Uzbekistan 2024, which will take place 
between September 14 and October 6, 
marking the first time the global show-
piece will be held in Central Asia.

Bahrain booked their seats in the AFC 
Futsal Asian Cup 2024 after finishing as 
runners-up in their qualifying group, 
which was hosted by the Kingdom.

The nationals previously also played 
in the 2002, 2018 and 2022 tourna-
ments, with their best finish in the 2018 
event in Taiwan where they reached 
the quarter-finals. This year’s event is 
Bahrain’s third successive appearance 
in the continental competition.

The last edition of the competition, 
held in Kuwait in 2022, saw Bahrain 
eliminated from the group stage, after 
losing two of their preliminary round 
games and drawing the other. Japan 
went on to clinch the title after beating 
Iran 3-2 in the final.

Injured Marsh out of IPL in 
World Cup worry for Australia

AFP | New Delhi

Delhi Capitals all-rounder 
Mitchell Marsh will re-

turn home from the Indian 
Premier League with a ham-
string injury, a concern for 
Australia ahead of the T20 
World Cup.

Marsh, who is expected 
to captain Australia in T20’s 
showpiece event in the West 
Indies and the United States 
starting on June 1, missed 
Delhi’s previous two matches 
when he suffered a partial tear 
in his right hamstring.

A team source confirmed to 
AFP the 32-year-old Marsh has 
left for home but did not re-
veal the date or chances of his 
return to the T20 tournament.

Marsh was out for a two-ball 
duck in his last innings, which 
ended in a heavy defeat for his 
team against Kolkata Knight 
Riders. He has managed just 61 
runs and claimed one wicket 
from four matches.

Marsh’s team, led by Indi-
an star Rishabh Pant, remain 
ninth in the 10-team table 
with just two wins from six  
matches,

Alcaraz’s French Open build-up suffers blow with Barcelona withdrawal
AFP | London

Carlos Alcaraz’s hopes of a 
third successive Barcelona 

Open title have been dashed as 
he withdrew from the tourna-
ment yesterday due to a right arm 
injury, organisers announced.

It is the same injury that forced 
Alcaraz to pull out of this week’s 
Monte Carlo Masters and comes 
just weeks away from the French 
Open.

“Despite having tried until the 
last moment, he will not be in the 
Barcelona Open,” read an organ-
isers’ statement.

Alcaraz will set his sights on 
the Madrid Open -- it runs from 

April 24 to May 5 -- which he 
has also won on the past two 
occasions.

The 20-year-old is yet to add 
a French Open crown to his US 
Open (2022) and Wimbledon ti-
tles (2023), his best performance 
a semi-final last year.

The French Open begins on 
May 26.

As top seed in Barcelona he 
would have had a bye into the 
second round -- a luxury not af-
forded to his superstar compatri-
ot Rafael Nadal.

The 37-year-old has been given 
a wild card invite on his return 
to the ATP Tour for the first time 
since a hip injury flared up in 

January.
Nadal plays will play 63rd-

ranked Flavio Cobolli of Italy in 
his opening match.

The 22-time Grand Slam 
champion has played just once, 
in an exhibition match against 
Alcaraz, since his quarter-final 
defeat by Jordan Thompson in 
the Brisbane Open.

Nadal missed virtually all of 
the 2023 season through injury 
and has dropped to No.646 in the 
world rankings.

The injury in Brisbane prompt-
ed his withdrawal from the Aus-
tralian Open as well as Doha and 
Indian Wells, where he had first 
intended to make his comeback.

His one appearance since 
Brisbane came in an exhibition 
match against Alcaraz in Las Ve-
gas in March where observers 
noted some discomfort in his 
back.

With this potentially Nadal’s 
last year on tour, he will be des-
perate not to miss any more clay 
court preparation time as he 
seeks a record-extending 15th 
French Open title.

“I’m happy to be here, of 
course, Barcelona is a place 
that has brought me a great 
deal of joy, and where I have 
spent periods of my life,” said 
Nadal  at  Saturday ’s  draw  
ceremony.

AC Milan held in Sassuolo thriller as Inter close in on title
AFP | Milan

AC Milan were held to a spec-
tacular 3-3 draw at strug-

gling Sassuolo yesterday to leave 
Inter Milan within touching 
distance of the Serie A title 
ahead of their late fixture with 
Cagliari.

Noah Okafor salvaged a hard-
fought point for Milan in the 
84th minute on a hot spring 
day in Reggio Emilia, but sec-
ond-placed Milan still risk con-
ceding the Scudetto to Inter in a 
hotly-anticipated derby despite 
coming back from two goals 
down.

Milan,  who also netted 
through a sublime individual 
goal from Rafael Leao and Luka 
Jovic’s close-range finish, are 13 
points behind their local rivals 
with six fixtures left in their 
season.

Should Inter beat Cagliari at 
the San Siro as expected, the 
champions-elect would only 
need to draw with Milan on 
Monday week in order to secure 
their 20th league crown.

That would be a bitter pill to 
swallow for Milan, who have 
never been in the title race this 
season as Inter have charged off 
into the distance since the turn 

of the year.
“We created more opportu-

nities than in any match this 
season, if we’d had scored five 
or six goals no-one could have 
said anything,” said Milan coach 
Stefano Pioli.

“But we have to be better 
because our coming matches 
demand a higher level of per-
formance.”

Pioli made a raft of changes 
in the wake of a first-leg defeat 
to Roma in the Europa League 
quarter-finals and were two 
goals behind with less than 10 
minutes on the clock following 

early strikes from Andrea Pina-
monti and Armand Lauriente.

Frenchman Lauriente’s sec-
ond seven minutes after the 
break -- which re-established 
Sassuolo’s two-goal lead after 
Leao struck in the 20th minute 
-- enabled second-from-bottom 
Sassuolo to move to within two 
points of safety.

Now Milan’s return leg in 
Rome on Thursday takes on 
even more significance as failing 
to overturn a single-goal deficit 
in that tie would be a huge blow 
ahead of the Milan derby and 
then a trip to third-placed Ju-

ventus the following weekend.
“I believe 100 percent in my 

team, we have men of quality, 
we are a really good team,” said 
goalscorer Okafor.

“Now have to focus... for sure 
we are going to Rome to win.”

Napoli’s slim chances of 
Champions League football 
were dealt another blow after a 
2-2 home draw with struggling 
Frosinone.

Walid Cheddira’s first brace in 
Italy’s top flight earned a point 
for Frosinone at Napoli, who 
were on target through Matteo 
Politano and Victor Osimhen.

The draw left ailing Italian 
champions Napoli in eighth 
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We created more 
opportunities than in 

any match this season, 
if we’d had scored 

five or six goals no-
one could have said 

anything. But we have 
to be better because 
our coming matches 

demand a higher level 
of performance

AC MILAN COACH STEFANO PIOLI

The Bahrainis have been 
drawn in a challenging 

Group D for the 
tournament’s preliminary 

round alongside Iran, 
Kuwait and Afghanistan. 

They must finish amongst 
the top two to advance to 

the quarter-finals

KNOW

BETTER

Carlos Alcaraz in action (file photo)

AC Milan’s Luka Jovik scored his side’s second goal in their 3-3 draw at Sassuolo

Action from Bahrain’s friendly against Iraq

Mitchell Marsh in action (file photo)



Rohit ton in vain as Chennai 
beat Mumbai in IPL

AFP | Mumbai

India’s Rohit Sharma hit an 
unbeaten 105 but his Mum-

bai Indians fell 20 runs short 
as they tried to chase down a 
big target set by holders Chen-
nai Super Kings in a battle of 
IPL heavyweights yesterday.

Set 207 for victory, five-time 
winners Mumbai finished on 
186-6 even though Rohit raised 
his ton in 61 balls at his home 
in Wankhede Stadium.

Skipper Ruturaj Gaikwad 
and the in-form Shivam Dube 
powered Chennai, who won 
their fifth title last year, to 
206-4.

Gaikwad hit 69 and Dube 
smashed an unbeaten 66 be-
fore warhorse M.S. Dhoni 
smashed three successive sixes 
in the 20th over to take Chen-
nai past 200.

Dhoni came in to bat with 
four balls left and scored 20. 
He smashed Mumbai skipper 
Hardik Pandya for three sixes 
and finished with a two to end 
a 26-run over.

Sri Lanka quick Matheesha 
Pathirana then took four wick-
ets to push Mumbai to their 
fourth loss of the season.

The two teams are on con-
trasting runs after changes of 

guard this season. Pandya re-
placed Rohit as Mumbai cap-
tain  while Dhoni surprisingly 
handed over the Chennai lead-
ership to Gaikwad.

Gaikwad had his fourth win 
as captain after he set the pace 
for his team with his 40-ball 
knock laced with five fours and 
five sixes.

He put on 90 runs with Dube 
before falling to Pandya, but 
Dube and then Dhoni’s cam-
eo ensured Chennai finished 
strongly.

Mumbai started well with 
Rohit and Ishan Kishan put-
ting together 70 runs for the 
first wicket before Pathirana 
hit back.

Pathirana, known “Baby Ma-
linga” for his slinging action 
similar to former Sri Lankan 
quick Lasith Malinga, sent 
back Kishan and then Surya-
kumar Yadav, for his second 
duck this season, in the space 
of three balls.

‘Ruthless’ Tsitsipas hails Monte Carlo ‘Holy Trinity’
AFP | Monte Carlo

Stefanos Tsitsipas hailed his 
third Monte Carlo Masters 

triumph as the “Holy Trinity”, 
claiming his golden week in the 
principality has restored faith 
in his game.

“Getting the Holy Trinity, as 
I call it, is something that I will 
fully cherish and take the most 
out of this moment,” he said.

“I did need a week like this a 
lot, especially the rough months 
that I have been through in the 
last half of 2023 until now.

“It hasn’t been the best of 
times in terms of where I 
wanted to be, so getting back 
here and winning the title is 
something that I was definite-
ly not aiming for -- it came  
naturally.”

Tsitispas arrived in Monte 
Carlo ranked at 12 in the world, 

his worst standing since Janu-
ary 2019.

He had a modest 11-6 record 
on the year and had won just 
one title since the 2022 grass-

court season.
“Winning this tournament 

three times is something I 
would have never imagined,” 
said Tsitsipas.

“Even when I got it the first 
time, I obviously thought it was 
a great feeling and that place is 
special towards me,” added the 
25-year-old who had stunned 
Australian Open winner and 
world number two Jannik Sin-
ner in the semi-finals.

“I showed some unbelievable, 
ruthless tennis.”

Tsitsipas produced 30 win-
ners to the 20 of Ruud who had 
reached the final with victory 
over world number one Novak 
Djokovic on Saturday.

He is the fifth man to win 
three or more Monte Carlo ti-
tles, joining  Rafael Nadal (11) 
and Bjorn Borg, Thomas Muster 
and Ilie Nastase who won three 
apiece.

The Greek struck first with a 
break in the third game of the 
opening set, then saved three 
break points to lead 3-1.

Greece’s Stefanos Tsitsipas celebrates by kissing the trophy

Rohit Sharma of Mumbai Indians plays a shot

Big bucks Starc, Salt help Kolkata thrash Lucknow in IPL
AFP | Kolkata

Phil Salt’s rapid 89 and three 
wickets for Mitchell Starc 

helped Kolkata Knight Riders 
race to a crushing eight-wicket 
win over Lucknow Super Giants 
yesterday.

Starc’s 3-28 kept Lucknow 
down to 161-7 at Kolkata’s Eden 
Gardens, with the other Knight 
Riders’ bowlers putting in disci-
plined performances after their 
side elected to field first.

The Australian left-arm quick 
became the most expensive 
buy in IPL history after Kolkata 
shelled out $2.98 million for his 
services.

Opener Salt then steered the 
two-time IPL winners to their 
target in 15.4 overs for their 
fourth victory in five matches 
this season.

It was the English wick-
etkeeper-batsman’s second 

half-century in the current IPL 
edition after he scored 54 in his 
team’s opening win last month.

Salt held the chase togeth-
er despite Kolkata losing two 
wickets including opener Sunil 

Narine for six.
He put on 120 runs with skip-

per Shreyas Iyer, who made 38, 
smashing 14 fours and three six-
es in his 47-ball knock.

Players have been jostling to 

impress their national selec-
tors ahead of the upcoming T20 
World Cup starting June 1 in 
the West Indies and the United 
States.

Starc started slowly, leaking 
10 runs in his first over, but 
came back strongly and sent 
back Deepak Hooda in his third 
with the help of a diving catch 
at backward point from Raman-
deep Singh.

Mystery spinner Narine 
choked the flow of runs and 
returned figures of 1-17 be-
fore Starc bowled the 20th 
over for just six runs and two  
wickets.

Kolkata Knight Riders’ Phil Salt in action
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Scorecard

Kolkata Knight Riders 162 for 2 
(Salt 89*, Shreyas 38*, Mohsin 2-29) 
beat Lucknow Super Giants 161 for 
7 (Pooran 45, Rahul 39, Starc 3-28) 
by eight wickets

Leverkusen win first Bundesliga crown
Bayer Leverkusen crush Werder Bremen 5-0 to secure maiden Bundesliga title breaking Bayern Munich’s 11-year run

• Florian Wirtz scores 
hat-trick in 5-0 win

• Goals from Boniface 
and Xhaka also lead team

AFP | Berlen

Bayer Leverkusen lifted the 
Bundesliga title for the 
first time in their 120-year 

history yesterday, a 5-0 victory 
over Werder Bremen breaking 
Bayern Munich’s 11-year stran-
glehold on the German top 
flight.

Xabi Alonso’s Leverkusen 
knew victory would secure the 
title with five games to spare, but 
there were no signs of nerves in 
a dominant performance.

A hat-trick from Florian Wirtz 
and goals from Victor Boniface 
and Granit Xhaka extended their 
unbeaten run to a stunning 43 
games in all competitions.

Leverkusen’s maiden title, 

coming after five second-place 
finishes in their history, keeps 
their dream of a remarkable tre-
ble alive while shedding their 
unwanted ‘Neverkusen’ nick-
name for good.

With 10 minutes to go, the 
long-suffering fans began mak-
ing their way to the sidelines and 
a few jumped the gun, storming 

the pitch with the match still 
ongoing.

Leverkusen’s players ushered 
the fans back and some obliged, 
albeit briefly, with the stands 
swiftly emptying on the 90-min-
ute mark as tearful fans made 
their way onto the grass to cele-
brate with the players.

Leverkusen are now on 79 

points -- the best tally after 29 
games in German league his-
tory -- and are 16 clear of sec-
ond-placed Bayern and third-
placed Stuttgart.

The Leverkusen bus arrived at 
the stadium 90 minutes before 
kick-off, wading through a sea 
of fans clad in black and red on 
the way to the 30,000-capacity 
BayArena.

Normally known as Bismarck 
Street, fans had stuck temporary 
signs saying ‘Xabi Alonso Street’ 
along the main road in honour of 
the club’s coach.

Alonso looked ahead to Thurs-
day’s Europa League trip to Lon-
don to face West Ham, making 
seven changes to his starting XI 
and benching stars Wirtz, Jere-
mie Frimpong and Alex Grimal-
do, the latter for the first time in 
the league this season.

Piero Hincapie, Grimaldo’s 
replacement, had an early effort 
at goal saved but it would be the 
fit-again Boniface, making his 
first start since mid-December, 
who put the home side in front.

With 22 minutes gone, Jonas 
Hofmann was felled in the box 
by Bremen’s Julian Malatini, 
with the referee pointing to the 
spot after VAR urged him to view 
the contact again on the monitor.

Boniface stepped up and 
nervelessly slotted the penalty 
past a helpless Michael Zetter-
er to send the home fans into 
raptures.

Hofmann was almost the pro-
vider again shortly before half-
time, his pass finding Amine Adli 
who fired against the crossbar.

Bremen started the sec-

ond-half strongly but their 
hopes of spoiling the party were 
snuffed out on the 60-minute 
mark, Boniface finding Xhaka 
who unleashed a long-range 
rocket before slapping his badge 
in front of the ecstatic home fans.

Wirtz, who came on at half-
time for Adli, replicated Xha-
ka’s effort eight minutes later 
from almost the same spot on 
the pitch.

Wirtz added another with 
seven minutes remaining be-
fore sealing his hat-trick in the 
90th minute as Leverkusen rid 
themselves of their nearly men 
tag in style.

Earlier yesterday, a 36th-min-
ute goal from Ritsu Doan 
took Freiburg to a 1-0 win at 
Darmstadt, pushing the last-
placed hosts closer to immediate 
relegation.

Winless since October and 
with only two victories all year, 
the loss leaves Darmstadt dead 
last, eight points from sec-
ond-last and 13 points from safe-
ty with five games remaining.

Bayer Leverkusen’s German midfielder #10 Florian Wirtz (hidden) celebrates 
scoring the 3-0 goal with his team-mates and fans

Leverkusen’s unbeaten 
streak extends to 43 

games
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Scorecard

Chennai Super Kings 206 for 4 
(Gaikwad 69, Dube 64, Hardik 
2-43) beat Mumbai Indians 186 
for 6 (Rohit 105*, Pathirana 4-28) 
by 20 runs




